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Lesbians & Gays 
Victorious at Convention 
By Julia Flanagan 
Maine lesbians and gay men were 
jubilant at two major victories resulting 
from the Democratic State Convention 
on May 6-;-- a strong gay rights platform 
and the election of Dale McCormick, a 
lesbian feminist Hart supporter, as a 
delegate to the July convention in San 
Francisco. Months of organization that 
started at the Democratic town caucuses 
in March and continued through the gay 
symposium in Orono, resulted in a 
unified cadre of gay delegates and alter-
nates who created stunning victories at 
the convention. 
As one promin~nt gay activist said, "I 
don't think it would have happened ifwe 
hadn't been so organized. It was a real 
accomplishment." For her part, McCor-
mick also described her success as "a 
collective victory. There were no jea-
lousies or infighting. It really felt like 
things have moved forward. There was 
no queer-baiting or anything like that." 
Organizers also hope that the passage of 
a gay rights plank will make it easier for 
a gay rights bill to pass the legislature in 
the next session. Such a bill has been 
proposed four times in the state legis-
lature since 1977. 
The push for an improved gay rights 
platform started on April 25 when local 
gay activists presented an amendment 
to the platform to the Portland City 
Democratic Committee. Previously, the 
platform had carried only the following 
general statement. "We are particularly 
concerned with the degree of discrimina-
tion which still exists against women, 
handicapped, elderly, and other 
minorities based on race, color and 
sexual preference." Gay activists felt 
that this was inadequate, containing 
ho specific and separate support of gay 
rights. Thus, they -proposed the 
following: "We support inclusion of the 
term 'sexual or affectional orientation' 
in the Maine Human Rights Act." 
Sponsors pointed out that in one year, 50 
cases had been brought before the Maine 
Human Rights Commission that dealt 
with alleged discrimination based on 
sexual orientation. The Commission 
had to reject all of those cases because 
gay men and lesbians are not protected 
by the Maine Human Rights Act. The 
proposed amendment passed the city 
committee 24-11, and Committee Chair-
man Ed Barks offered to sponsor the 
amendment at the May Convention. 
On the first day of the Lewiston Con-
vention, Friday, May 4, Dale 
McCormick and Fred Berger attended a 
meeting of the Platform Committee. Of 
27 proposed platform amendments, very 
few were recommended by the platform 
committee, but the gay rights plank was 
approved unanimously . With this 
valuable support, the decisive step in the 
passage occurred on Sunday, May 6. 
Although many convention delegates 
had grown weary by that time and did 
not show up on Sunday, the tireless 
band of gay delegates continued to be a 
visible presence in the convention 
arena. 
As the time drew closer for the reading 
of the gay rights platform, organizers 
distributed a leaflet written by Fred 
Berger which outlined the need for the 
gay rights plank, and noted "our belief 
in equal rights for all people, a belief 
which has been central to the philo-
sophy of the Democratic party for many 
years." When the item came up, Ed 
Barks took the microphone and said, 
"The Democratic Party has stood up for 
the rights of minorities, it's high time 
the Democratic party stood up for the 
rights of gay people." Other delegates of 
varying types, including Dale McCor-
mick, were lined up to speak but sud-
denly a voice fMm microphone 3 moved 
the question. i.e. asked that the amend-
ment be brought to an immediate vote. It 
was, and an overwhelmingly positive 
voice vote sealed th_e passage of the 
amendment. As Dale McCormick 
described the moment that had cul-
minated months of work, "We were just 
ecstatic, we were proud of ourselves." 
A similar story of painstaking orga-
nizing lies behind the election of Dale 
McCormick as a lesbian feminist dele-
gate to the convention. She told Our 
Paper that her background work in 
attending delegate meetings in 
various counties, and an effective 
orange leaflet which was showered over 
all the convention sites, were two 
reasons for her victory. "I really do think 
times have changed," McCormick, "I 
put out what issues were important. 
People responded to us being honest 
with them. We wouldn't have won if 
people hadn't agreed. We thought at the 
beginning, ifwe do it well, we'll gain the 
respect of the Democratic party and 
that's what happened." 
McCormick's eye-catching leaflet fea-
tured her family history of Democratic 
Party activism in Minneapolis, and her 
own work as a carpenter, as well as her 
advocacy of a nuclear freeze, regulation 
of hazardous waste and toxic materials, 
and a rejection of military aid to El 
Salvador. McCormick also attended 
several county delegate meetings in the 
weeks prior to the convention, where she 
presented her case to large numbers of 
delegates. After she had won on Sunday 
morning, ,a long-time party official told 
her, "And you ran an absolutely fan-
tastic campaign." McCormick was 
pleased to accept the congratulations of 
more than one party activist after her 
stunning victory. "I wanted them to see 
that we can carry ourselves off in the 
Democratic party - we were uppity but 
we did it well." 
A final note: Dale McCormick is pre-
sently accepting contributions to help 
defray the cost of her trip to San Fran-
cisco, which is not borne by the Demo-
crats. Contributions may be sent to Dale 
McCormick, c/ o Our Paper, P.O. Box 
10744, Portland, Maine 04104. 
AIDS Update 
By B.J. Aaron 
D?ug Cruger phoned "!e a~ press time in May to cancel his advertisement for the 
Spring Street ~ym. Ordinarily, such cancellations do not make my day. This one 
was an exception. The reason Doug wanted to cancel his ad was to donate the space 
to relay information regarding the recent AIDS research breakthroughs. Unfortu-
naf~ly, there was not time to have an article ready for press. However, for this 
edition, we have a recent release from the National Gay Task Force. It is the 
testimony_ of Virginia Apuzzo before a House Committee on Appropriations 
subcommittee. -
I~ testimony before a House . Committee on Appropriations subcommittee, 
Nati?nal Gay Task Force Executive Director Virginia M. Apuzzo called for new 
fundmg for the government's AIDS-related activities in light of this week's 
announcement by the Department of Health and Human Services of a probable 
cause for AIDS. 
Wit~ the a~nouncement that scientists had isolated HTLV-3 as the probable virus 
associated with AIDS, Apuzzo urged the committee, before it votes on the 1985 
bu~get, "to ask _the Administi:ation to identify how much additional funding verifi-
. cati~n (of the discovery), testmg (for HTLV-3), and development of a vaccine will 
. require and whether different levels of funding might bring speedier results." 
The NGTF executive director said she was hopeful and cautious about recent 
development relating to AIDS. "We hope that the research findings announced ... by 
Secretary Heckler will indeed lead to confirmation that a cause for AIDS has been 
found. But ... it is only the first step down a long road before the AIDS crisis is behind 
us. Until we are sure that an accurate test has been developed along with a vaccine 
and effective treatment, our vigilance and our efforts cannot cease." · 
. ~ong e new ~eas.of concern resulting from the HTLV-3 research Apuzzo 
identified were: ".enftcation that H_TL V-3 is the cause of AIDS, requiring, most 
probably, an ammal model that 1s costly and time-consuming; research into 
co-factors that play a role in susceptibiliy or predisposition to·the HTLV-3 virus· 
~eter~inatio~ that the HTLV-3 virus is indeed the same as the LAV virus being 
mvestigated m France; and development of a vaccinj\. Apuzzo also raised questions 
about a blood test for HTL V-3- how it might be distributed and whether the govern-
ment would assume the cost of the test to assure its availability for all who need it. 
NGTF called on the committee to set aside specific funds channelled to commu-
nity-based groups, fo~ public education of persons at risk to AIDS. "Gay community 
groups across the country have, made concerted efforts to pass on to individuals 
what is known that might reduce their risk of contracting AIDS " Apuzzo said 
"With a little help from the government, our hard-pressed efforts couid become much 
more effective." · 
Apuzzo emphasized how m•1ch more work still needs to be done. "Basic research 
about transmission and treatment must continue with renewed vigor," she said. 
"And it is in these still unresolved areas that we have grave concerns about 
spending levels that have been requested by the Administration in fiscal year 1985 
for AIDS-related activities. We believe far more is needed than the level funding 
requested for CDC and the marginal increases requested for NIH and other PHS 
agencies." 
Joining Apuzzo in testifying was Tony Ferrara, a person with AIDS from 
Washington, D.C., who told the committee of the treatment and social services needs 
of people with AIDS. 
MASQUERADE BALL EXPRESSES UNITY 
I am what I am. That might have been the theme song of the First Annual Gay 
Pride Masque:ade Ball, held in Lewiston on Saturday, May 12. Almost 300 men and . 
wom~n were m llttendance i;11 the Multi-purpose building's gymnasium-like hall, 
dancmg _to the so~nds of a disco beat and generally enjoying the atmosphere that 
comes with gay J!nde. They came from all over Maine - men and women dressed in · 
everything from high camp drag to full leather. It was like Halloween and New 
Year's Eve and Marti Gras, and it was a lot of fun. 
Towards the end of the evening, after a series of entertainments which included 
production n um hers from "Ca ts" and Michael Jackson's "Thriller" - and the songs 
of Ricky Derick Bradley - awards were presented to some of the people who best 
represent us all. Dale McCormick, delegate to this summer's Democratic National 
Convention, was given a standing ovation, and a letter of congratulations from 
Virginia Apuzo, of the National Gay Task Force, was read. The judges made three 
special a'Yar~s - to Diane Matthews (for civil rights and leadership), to Our Paper 
(communications and leadership), and to Walter and Roland, owners of 
Sportsman's Athletic Club, for their contributions over many years to the lesbian 
and gay people of Lewiston. The last award was presented to them by Roland's 
-parents. 
Costume awards were presented for the best and most original costumes 
including a pregant cowgirl, a southern belle, Indians, a "bottle" of milk of 
magnesia, and first prize to a knight on a horse. 
The mood of the night was unity and, except for some unfortunate remarks about 
Portland, that was also the theme. As the night drew to a close the entire crowd 
joined hands to sing and dance to the "gay national anthem," "i Am What I Am." 
The owners and patrons of Sportsman's Club deserve the thanks of the lesbian and 
gay people of Maine for their dedication to the cause of gay pride and for their efforts 
in the cause of unity among gay people. It was an evening to remember - and to be 
repeated. 
LETTERS 
In response to the letter from Take 
Back the Night Coalition, May 1984 
issue. 
Letter to the Editor: 
My letter is written in response to the 
May Our Paper Collective letter from the 
TBTN 1984 Coalition. In response to the 
question, "what would have happened 
that night if (you), a~ woman, did not 
intervene on (your own) behalf?", I 
would say that the "New Bedford 
Night" would have been cancelled 
anyway. The handful of gay men who 
took it upon themselves to voice their 
reactions to the owner and some of the 
patrons of Cycles about such an event 
being held .did so· as concerned indivi-
duals. And I believe they would have 
done so with or without the prodding of 
th lesbian feminist community. 
But this question prompts further 
questions.for me - specifically, why are 
there onlya handful of gay men inclined 
to stand up with the feminist commu-
nity in denouncing the misogynist 
behaviors of others? Since there seem to 
be no easy answers to this I offer only a 
few suggested possibilities or maybe a 
clarification of the realities of our 
situation. 
I suggest that one interpretation of 
these realities is that a highly conscious, 
counter-socialized group of lesbian 
feminists who would criticize the gay 
male community for misogynist action 
and thought fails to recognize the 
society we're raised in and that which 
we live in. Armed with months and 
years worth of consciousness-raising 
ammunition to shed the self-deprecatory 
assessments of yourselves as women, 
you choose to attack a community of 
individuals who, like yourselves, were 
not only socialized (as supposedly non-
gay individuals) to hate and distrust 
women, but were also socialized to hate 
ourselves as gay people. 
Lest I be accused of asking for the 
proverbial Feminist 101 book to be 
dragged out, or of asking for your nur-
turance, I simply ask that you recognize 
the realities of things today. The fact 
that some feminists have attained what 
is believed to be the clearest under-
. standing of the objectification, triviali-
zation, and oppression of WOIJl~n is not 
questionable. In fact, it's quite under-
standable, given that these conscious-
ness-raising opportunities are often 
available only to women. It is for this 
reason that feminists cannot assume 
that the same level of consciousness 
exists in gay men that does in some 
feminists. 
Yes, it seems as though you can only 
count on a "handful" of g·ay brothers 
whose non-misogynist words and 
actions and thoughts reflect one another. 
- that's reality. You can chalk that up 
to the reality that we, as gay men, are 
. only now beginning to come to grips 
with a concept of ourselves as people 
worthy of self-love and of the concept of 
not acting out misogynist qualities so 
highly rewarded in our society. The ten-
dency of feminists to criticize gay men 
for occasionally bumbling, being 
politically incorrect, being misogynist, 
or whatever during our times of change 
serves only negative purposes - to add 
fuel to the fire of your own mistrust of 
men, to further alienate gay men from 
feminist thought, and eventually, to 
widen the schism between the lesbian 
feminist and gay male communities. 
Violence against women is a reality. A 
first step toward awareness of this 
reality should be the useful criticism of 
those who sensationalize and trivialize 
the experience of violence against 
women. But it is my hope that what will 
logically follow will be the promotion of 
positive and constructive action by both 
. lesbian and gay male feminists . Within 
our community, I feel that this action 
will help to encourage more than " ... a 
handful of gay brothers to help (you) 
break the cycle of violence against 
women." 
Out of Concern, 
Phil Gautreau 
page 2 • OUR PAPER 
To the Editor: 
Events such as the Gay Masquerade 
Ball in Lewiston last month do more -
harm than good. While the vast majority 
of us struggle for acceptance through 
"normality," the outrageous few per-
petuate the "abnormality" of homo-
sexuality. 
Perhaps I take ourselves too 
seriously. And perhaps I am jumping on 
the wagon by proclaiming this event 
"politically incorrect." But there must 
be other ways of having fun that are not 
as self-destructive. 
The roles of flaming fag and diesel 
dyke are roles that society equates with 
the deviation of homosexuality - not 
only in their eyes, but in our eyes too. Do 
we succumb to these pressures by 
fulfilling their prophecy and battering 
our own self-esteem? 
If we believe we are deviants, then we 
are. If we dress and act like deviants, 
then we act to sustain society's impres-
sion of us. 
In a State which has narrowly 
defeated the Gay Rights Bill for four 
years, we have much to gain by pre-
senting a positive gay and lesbian role. 
We are strong, productive and credible 
individuals who strike our own course 
with great pride and self-esteem. Each of 
us must remember that as gays and 
lesbians we not only represent our-
selves but also our sisters and brothers. 
This is the load we must carry until, at 
last, we are accepted simply for who 
we are - as individuals free from any 
stigma. 
So let's celebrate not degenerate! Have 
a ball not a spectacle and I'll come help 
dance the night away. 
Roberta Hickman 
To the editor: 
As an adoles'cent seeking some sense 
of spirituality I turned to Christian 
churches. Two things rankled me each 
time I heard them. · 
1: Tho.u shalt :µot be px;oud. . , 
2. We all faJJ short of the glory of God. 
. I always felt, if I had done something 
good or well, I should be proud. I recently 
felt a great sense of pride in myself and a 
growing, anti-sexism gay male commu-
nity here in Portland. 
· When a male friend of mine told me 
about Big Dan's night at Cycles I was 
outraged to the core of my male being, to 
think that men would do this. I dis-
cussed it among my male friends who 
were equally outraged. I added my voice 
to the outcry against the event. 
My awareness of and subsequent 
education about the destructiveness of 
the Patriarchy has been a long process 
of which I am proud and which I will 
continue to explore. Sometimes though 
when I deal with feminist anger, which I 
do feel is valid, I can't help but think of 
the verse I always hated (slightly 
reworded). 
"All men fall short of the glory of 
Feminism." 
At '0. recent discussion between women 
and gay men on the topic of Feminism, 
the women responded to the question, 
"What can we as men do here and now 
for Feminism?" The answer was, "Don't 
trivialize us and our anger and 
concerns!" 
I would make this same statement in 
return. Don't trivialize all men's efforts. 
To the Editor; 
Sincerely, 
Brian S. Fairbrother 
I am a lawyer here in Portland, and in 
the past year I have seen at least 20 
people in the course 9f my practice who 
have been terminated from their jobs. 
I've met many others who have serious 
problems on the job, often caused by 
management or the owners of their 
places of employment. 
l\fost of these persons have no legal 
redress, although often they have been 
treated not only unfairly, but shockingly 
so. The advice tpey receive is that 
workers essentially have no legal right 
to secure employment, urµess they 
belong to a union, or are protected in 
BROCKWAY REPLIES TO CARR ON BENT 
Bent producer Bob Carr, replying last month to my review of the play in the April 
issue, would have us believe that "persecution like compassion transcends genre, 
religion, and sexuality." On the contrary, persecution is rooted in gender, religion, 
and sexuality. These pigeon-holes, their associated stereotypes, and the prejudices 
arising from them are the guts of persecution. And Bent, by showing us that queers 
got it too at the hands of the Nazis, just for being queer, affirms this very point. 
Granted it does so by a loving and empowering glimpse into the life of one 
individual, who grows out of his shell and becomes able to reach out to a fellow 
human being, to identify, and share even his chance at life its elf, as the play unfolds. 
Here I agree completely with Carr, and nothing in my review suggests otherwise. 
But Carr misses the point when he both assumes I was ignoring this individual's 
story, and at the same time suggests that I was complaining because I thought the 
play said this character was anti-Semitic. My problem was with the choices made by 
the author, not by Max. (I frankly dori't remember seemg anything in the play to 
suggest Max was anti-Semitic. If Carr had.focussed more on examples from the play, 
he could have persuaded me that I missed Max's prejudice against Jews ... ) 
What I do remember is the author using a plot device in which a gay man gets a 
better chance at living in the death camps by posing as a Jew. To say this is incorrect 
historically is not to make Bent "a scorecard for suffering," as Carr charges. It is to 
be true to the facts. And for the author to choose contrary facts is to suggest he is at 
least ignorant of the conditions faced by Jews. 
We all have a duty to be careful about our facts when dealing with an event so vast 
·in importance, so misunderstood, and so loudly denied by Nazi apologists to this 
day. As I write this I feel badly for having downplayed the suffering of women and 
lesbians in the review (although I hold to the position that gay men qad it worse as a 
group)- I think I may have written out ofignorance, and this despite the fact that in 
my research I came across information suggesting persecution directed at women, 
such as the anti-abortion wing of the secret police. 
But I did not rest my conclusion that Bent was anti-Semitic merely on the 
ignorance of the author. The preposterous line in which the Jewish landlord 
demands the rent upon seeing his former tenant, when the landlord is first thrown 
into the barracks at the camp, is nothing more than a vicious "joke" at the expense of 
Jews, grounded in the hoary stereotype of the unfeeling greedy Jew, the Jewish 
landlord no less. Given the context in which he is supposed to have said those words, 
the line makes no sense as an explanation of the landlord's character; it works only 
as a play upon our prejudices. How many of us believe we would be thinking ofrental 
payments when the world that makes the very concept ofrent intelligible has been 
ripped away from us? Is it not the stereotype of greed that not even such horrors can 
eliminate the pursuit of money? I feel silly and sad at having to spell it out like this, 
but evidently it must be done. 
I am not, however, the "first ... to perceive the show as a vent for anti-Semitism." 
First, I don't say it was a "vent" for any prejudice, just that it reflected prejudice. It 
need not be the author's purpose for it to have been the author's effect. Secondly, I 
have spoken with a number of people who saw the landlord joke as a dig at Jews. 
And more importantly, what does it matter ifl am the first, the last, or the only? This 
,is not a popularity contest. That I might have been alone does not relieve Carr from 
the responsibility of explaining why he differs, on the basis of his reading of the 
play. · 
I wish Carr had in fact addressed the "basic errors" he says I made in "sighting 
the plot.line of Bent." Then we could have had a valuable dialog. As it is, Carr just 
repeats the clasaic "I'm OK; You're OK" dismissal of the importance of the social: -,__~-.,, 
cultural, and political contest of our actions. Bent is "a story of individuals'.' that is 
important because their call on the "spirit of survival" and "compassion" occurred 
in the context of conditions designed to crush them because they are gay. The 
identification I felt, and others felt, at the struggles of Max to live aod love under the 
boot.of Nazi oppression is significant only because we identify as members of a 
group that is oppressed as a group. 
Carr can't have it both ways, and neither can our movement, ifwe wish to achieve 
our right to be both gay and individual. 
Nancy Brockway 
P.S. I am indebted to a number of friends for suggesting parts of this analysis. I 
don 't mention their names because I haven't gotten their permission to expose 
them to prejudice as a result of having their names in a gay and lesbian paper. 
some ways by an employees written 
employment policies, or by a written 
contract by the employer which clearly 
spells out the rights and obligations of 
' each party. 
The reasons that people are termi-
nated (for no cause) vary; among the 
most commonplace are the employers' 
desire to hire a friend, the employers' 
desire to avoid paying higher wages 
which would be demanded if the 
employee had sufficient seniority, 
"personality confli~ts," and employers 
desire to retain absolute control over a 
cowed and pliable employee pool. 
Since jobs are hard to find, it is not a 
priority for employers to make efforts to 
keep their employees, or to make 
working conditions optimal. 
One of the more distressing things I 
have encountered is that "gay owned" 
businesses are among the culprits. 
Recently a young woman lost her job at 
a local restaurant for no apparent 
reason. This place bills itself as "gay 
owned." Since gay persons can be fired 
(it is not legal) simply for being gay, one 
would think that a gay businessperson 
would be sensitive to the issues involved 
with termination of employment 
without cause. However, it appears this 
is not necessarily the case with all "gay 
owned" establishmen,ts. I urge readers 
to voice their outrage to all employers 
who treat their employees this way, and 
to refuse to support by patronage or 
otherwise any business, including "gay 
owned" businesses which treat 
employees with disregard. 
· Erna J. Koch 
A Response to 
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT: 
In a recent letter concerning the New 
Bedford Night at Cycles, Take Back The. 
Night asks the gay male community, 
"Can we not count on more than a hand· 
ful of gay brothers to help us break the 
cycle of violence against women?" My 
response is that women have more than 
a handful of male supporters now, but 
many refuse to recognize them, deter-
mined in their hatred to perceive all men 
as oppressive. 
The condescension of our "lesbian 
feminist sisters" is a true pain in the ass. 
As one of the men who actively opposed 
the New Bedford Night, and a good 
friend to the men who spoke to the 
owners of Cycles, I can testify that there 
was no prodding from our politically 
pompous sisters. The sooner the Take 
Back The Night Coalition realizes that 
there is a strong men's community, 
understanding of women's issues, and 
dealing with their own issues, the better. 
I conclude with a question. If AIDS 
were to devastate the gay community of 
Portland more than it already has, 
"Could we count on more than a handful 
of lesbian sisters to help us break the 
cycle of oppression of gay men?" I some-
times have my doubts. 
Sincerely, 
Bob Carr 
TAKE BACK THE.NIGHT 
Portland's third annual TAKE BA CK THE NIGHT event is scheduled for the first 
weekend in June. The event will focus attention on violence against women in the 
varying forms it takes, be it rape, battering, incest, harassment, pornography, 
assault or murder. 
Friday, June 1, 1984 9:00 PM-12:00 midnight 
a women's dance at the YWCA, Portland. 
Saturday, June 2, 1984 8:30 AM-5:30 PM 
a day of varied workshops at USM, Portland, Luther 
Bonney Hall. 
7:15 PM 
leaving from the Rose Garden, Deering Oaks Park - a 
2V2 mile march for women through the streets of 
Portland to reclaim women's right to be out in the night 
free from violence. 
8:00 PM 
a candlelight vigil for men at Congress Square in 
support of the women marching. 
Sunday, June 3, 1984 10:00 AM-1:00 PM 
a community breakfast for women, at the Portland 
YWCA, to discuss future plans. 
All events will provide free childcare, transportation, and be open to the public with 
no fee charged. Events will also be wheelchair accessible. 
For more information please contact: Marilyn Kirby, P.O. Box 5195 Station A, 
Portland, ME 04104, 773-3333. 
* * Thanks 
Thanks to Harbormasters for collecting 
money at Cycles' Mr. New England 
Drummer Night to benefit Dale McCor-
mick's trip to the Democratic Natio!!al 
Convention. 
Thanks to Ed Barks, Chairman of the 
Portland Democratic City Committee, 
for introducing and speaking for the 
"gay rights plank" at the State Demo-
cratic Party Convention. 
Thanks to Jay Ketover and other 
members of the State Democratic Party 
Platform Committee for their support 
and assistance in passage of the "gay 
rights plank" at the State Convention. 
PURPOSE 
OUR PAPER ia published month)y by the 
OUR PAPER Collective. P.O. Box 10744, 
Portland, Maine 04104. The purpoee of OUR 
PAPER is to serve u a voice for leebiana and 
gay men in Maine. We wish the newspaper to 
be a source of information, support and 
affirmation, and a vehicle f9r celebration, by 
and for members of the lesbian and gay men's 
communities. We want the paper to reflect our 
diversity, u well. · 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
We will consider for publication any 
material_ that broadens our understanding of 
our lifestyles and of each other. Views and 
opinions appearing in the paper are those of 
the authors only. 
All material submitted must be signed and 
include an address and/or phone number, so 
we can contact the author should we need to 
consider editorial revisions. However, within 
the pages of the newspaper, articles can 
appear anonymously, upon request, and 
strict confidentiality will be observed. No 
revisions or rejections of material will occur 
without dialogue with the author. 
We welcome and encourage all our readers 
to submit material for publication and share 
your comments, criticisms and positive 
feelings with us. Remember, OUR PAPER is 
Your Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is 
the 10th of the month. 
SUBSCRIPl'IONS 
Subscriptions are $10 for 12 issues. Make 
checks payable to "OUR PAPER." All 
submissions and correspondence should be 
sent to OUR PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Port-
land, Maine 04104. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Libana, a women's chorus per-
forming music and dance from Eastern 
Europe and the Middle East will perform 
Saturday, June 9th at 7:30 at State 
Street Church, Portland. Admission is 
$4 for the public and $2 for USM 
students. Sponsored by the University 
Women's Forum, Portland Women's 
Collective, and the Feminist Spiritual 
Community. For more info. call 780-
4086. -
Outrageous Women, a new quar-
terly journal of woman-to-woman S I M 
is now available for $10 per year or $2. 75 
per issue. To subacribe or to submit 
articles, photos, graphics, etc., write 
Outrageous Women, P.O. Box 23, Somer-
ville, MA 02143. 
An advanced support group for 
women with concerns about alcoholism 
is now forming. Led by Louise Bennett, 
LCSW, the group will meet weekly for .1112 
hours and cost $15 per session. Purpose 
of the group is to acquire skills for richer, 
more satisfying lives and to offer mutual 
support. Call 775-0155 for more informa-
tion. 
Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte 
Carlo, a world-famous all-male drag • 
ballet company , will perform at 
Portland City Hall Auditorium on 
February 1, 1985. Tickets are already on 
sale at the Portland Concert Associa-
tion, 262 Cumberland Ave. at the back of 
City Hall. Telepone 772-8630. Ticket 
prices range from $7-$16. 
Step-Parents Support Group 
A few lesbians in Northern/ Central 
Maine have begun meeting twice a 
month to discuss step-parenting and 
offer support to each other around the 
issues of being a lesbian step-parent. 
We'd like to invite more women in 
similar situations to join us. Contact 
Nancy ( 469-7737) or Dottie (862-4697) for 
more information. 
The women in Cumberland County Jail 
could benefit from an improved library. 
We are hoping to facilitate that hap-
pening through donations from our own 
precious collection of feminist literature. 
You can help. Bring your books to 
Women's Legal Defense Fund, People's 
Building, 144 Brackett St. , Portland, or 
call 773-6398. 
A THANK YOU NOTE 
By and from B.J. Aaron 
In September of last year a group of 
lesbians and· gay men began publishing 
this paper on a monthly basis for homo-
sexuals throughout Maine. Amongst 
their hopes was that it would become a 
community effort. It has been possible 
each month by the efforts of many 
(sometimes not as many as were truly 
needed, but still many). But it is only 
recently that, in my opinion, a sense of 
community has become evident within 
the paper's publication. It is not my 
intent to slight those who contribute as 
individuals to the paper. Rather, I wish 
to share the excitement ofha ving groups 
come together in the community to 
support a worthy cause . .. Our Paper. 
During the month of April, Our Paper 
received several significant gifts from 
within the community. Audacity 
Theater donated a portion of the profits 
realized from its recent production of 
Bent. The donation supports the paper 
financially, and also recognizes us 
within the community. We thank them. 
Our Paper also received a sizeable 
donation of money and support in the 
form of a fundraiser hosted by Cubby 
Toothaker and staff at Backstreet. 
Cubby and his crew opened the bar one 
Sunday evening for us and donated 
100% of the cover charge realized and 
25% of the bar tab. In addition, Cubby 
handled the promotions for the event at 
his own expense and "with a little help 
from his friends." The Underground, 
which usually hosts a Sunday afternoon 
beer bash, cancelled the event to encour-
age people to attend our fundraiser. All 
local bars supported us by allowing 
promotional materials for the event to be 
displayed. 
It was at this event that I saw the real 
roots of community support for the 
paper begin. A group from Sea Coast 
Cay Men drove up from New Hamp-
shire and Southern Maine to attend the 
event. Individuals donated double the 
cover charge required, to support us. 
Some who could not attend sent money 
anyway. Others wrote checks for the 
cover, adding an additional dollar or 
two. All who took the time to come 
offered support for the paper by their 
presence. 
At the recent Symposium X held at the 
university of Maine at Orono campus, 
we received a substantial number of 
new subscriptions and got lots of strokes 
for the work being done here. One 
individual donated the subscription cost 
and said "keep the papers, here's the 
$10.00." I wasn't too sure how to take 
that one, until she explained, "I already 
get the paper through my roommate." 
(Phew!) 
Thanks to all of the above mentioned, 
and to those who contribute to the paper 
on an ongoing basis . . . those who 
contribute time, articles, editing, etc. , 
our advertisers, our distributors, and of 
course, our readers! 
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Defense Fund Formed 
On April 26th twelve women and men formed the. Portland Women's Legal . 
Defense Fund Committee. They met to find a twenty-five thousand dollar bail, funds 
for a legal defense, and community support for a Portland woman in trouble. They 
have found the bail, they have created a defense fund, and the community aware-
ness is now substantial in this case. The Women's Legal Defense Fund Committee 
has arrived. 
:Nationally Women's Legal Defense Committees have done the following things: 
secure bail monies, heavily educate media about violence against women, lend 
personal support to women involved in the court system, assist attorneys in collec-
tion of data, advocate for services for battered women, support victim's witnesses 
(provide transportation, take care of kids, get coffee, give support), provide commu-
nity awareness of how the court system is working - in short, provide necessary 
resources. 
As you read this another woman is battered, one every eighteen seconds in this 
country. Domestic violence is a fact oflife. Domestic violence is also against the law. 
The State of Maine has new domestic violence laws; victims of abuse can seek 
different types of relief - civil and criminal. The new laws apply to all "adult family 
or household members." These incl\lde husbands and wives, former spouses, 
· individuals presently or formerly ''living as spouses," or other adults related by 
blood or marriage who are currently living in the same household. The law also 
applies to natural parents of the same child, whether or not they are currently living 
together. 
Furthei: i.."lformation on how to file complaints, get a lawyer, get supportive 
services, and otherwise protect yourself and your family can be gotten by calling 
The Women's Legal Defense Committee 775-0105, Cumberland County Bail Project 
774-1501, Family Crisis Shelter via Ingraham Volunteers 773-5516, or Pine Tree 
Legal 774-8211. 
The Family Crisis Shelter has a staffperson on duty at the Portland Police station 
on Wednesdays and Fridays from 9 a.m. to noon. Their staffperson is there to help -
individuals file protective orders, civil suits, lend support and advise. Their 
'experienced staff will assist individuals in securing protection under the law. 
Assistance and advise is also offered to people not seeking legal action. 
This article comes to the community as a service of the Women's Legal Defense 
Committee. The Committee is meeting weekly in the John Mason Room at The 
Peoples Building. The Committee is a beginning project; they are seeking members 
and community support. If you feel they can help you or a member of your . 
community please call them at 775-0105 or 774-1501. 




· Each election year the Maine NOW (National Organization for Women) Political 
action Committee (PAC) collects information on all the candidates for the Maine 
State Legislature on issues of concern to feminists. The PAC seeks to learn the 
candidates' positions on such issues as reproductive rights, the ERA, lesbian/ gay 
rights, and domestic violence, among others. Members of the PAC analyze the 
information we receive, and make endorsements of the candidacies of those 
individuals who appear to have the potential to represent our interests most 
responsibly and responsively. 
There are over 180 seats up for grabs, so to speak, in the State Legislature. The· 
primary election is June 12. Not all seats are being contested in the primary. 
However, in all, there are over 160 Republicans and 200 Democrats seeking election. 
As of this writing, the Maine NOW PAC has made endorsements in the following 
primary races. As primary day draws near, the PAC will most likely have made 
additional endorsements. If you have a question about candidates in your area, · 
please call us at 773-3333. If°we hav.e any information about those cR.ndidates we will 
be glad to share it with you. 
• In Senate District 24 (W. Bath, Woolwich area) Maine NOW PAC is endorsing 
Brenda Nelson over her opponent Edward Mank in the Democratic primary. 
Although the candidates' positions are similar on most of the issues, Nelson is 
clearly pro-choice while Mank is not. 
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• In Senate District 30 (part of Portland) Maine NOW PAC is endorsing the can-
didacy of Tom Andrews over his opponent Gerry Conley, Jr. , in the Democratic 
primary. Again, these candidates are very similar on most of the issues. However, 
Andrews supports Medicaid funding for abortions (a comprehensive pro-choice 
position), compared to Conley's opposition to such funding. We believe the right to 
choose an abortion should be available to all regardless of income. Andrews has 
proven himself to be a good friend in his term as a member of the Maine House of 
Representatives. We believe that his experience as a legislator and his 
commitment to the issues make him a candidate well deserving of our support. 
• In House District 35 (part of Go.rham) Maine NOW PAC is endorsing Fran 
Harriman over her opponent C. Russell Boothby in the Democratic primary. 
Harriman is a founding member of Maine NOW, a longtime feminist activist, 
involved in the issues of concern to us for some time. 
• In House District 68 (part of Lewiston) Maine NOW PAC is endorsing the 
candidacy of James Handy over his opponent Jules Goodreau. Handy is an 
incumbent with an excellent voting record on our issues. He has been willing to 
"go out on a limb for us" .. . he is a good friend in the Legislature. He deserves our 
support. 
• In House District 76 (Harpswell, W. Bath) Maine NOW PAC is endorsing James 
Coles over his opponent John Coombs in the Democratic primary. Coles is suppor-
tive of the range of issues on which h~as questioned. Coombs is anti-choice and 
anti-lesbian/ gay rights. The choice here seems clear. 
There are many other primary races being contested. But we have, at this time, not 
received enough information to make decisions in those other races. We will 
continue to gather information about the primary on as many of the candidates as 
possible. Watch for our complete run down of candidates' positions here in Our 
Paper, in late summer/ early fall , in time for the November elections. 
If you have any questions about our endorsements, please call us at 773-3333. 
Christine Torraca 
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The Canadian Scene 
~ News and Views from the 
Top of Maine - June 1984 
By Hank Williams 
As anyone who knows something 
about geography can tell you the 
Dominion of Canada is the co~ntry 
directly to the north of the United States. 
And as any Mainer can tell you, the state 
of Maine is bordered by the Canadian 
provinces of Quebec and New Bruns-
wick. Quebec is well known to most all 
Americans as being the largest French-
speaking area in North America. New 
Brunswick, on the other hand, is little 
known to many Americans (and also 
quite a number of Canadians). Because 
of discussions at Symposium XI in 
Orono the weekend of March 23-25, I 
wish to set a bit of the record (you'll 
pardon the term) "straight." It might 
come as a bit of a surprise to find out how 
strong the gay movement is on the other 
side of the 49th parallel. 
Let us first get a few facts correct. New 
Brunswick is the province directly to the 
east of Maine and has a population of 
677,250 by figures for 1976. The capital 
is · Fredericton (approximately 40,000 
people) with the largest city being Saint 
John (around 120,000) and the second 
largest being Moncton (about 80,000). It 
is bas1cally a rural area with gays 
encountering many of the same prob-
lems that their counterparts would find 
in rural Maine. It has the distinction of 
being the only officially bilingual 
province in the country with a break-
down of about 60/ 40% English to 
French. 
Mainers are no doubt aware of the 
excellent work done for gay people by 
Northern Lambda Nord in Aroostook 
county. Their efforts spill over into 
western New Brunswick where they 
have a number of members in Carleton, 
Victoria, and Madawaska counties. 
Less known to Mainers is the work done 
by the three gay groups in New Bruns-
wick, those being in what one might call 
the "Pink Triangle" pointed by Frederic-




Fifteen years have passed since the 
occurrence of events that led to the 
Stonewall riots. On that well remem-
bered night in the Village, as police 
attempted one of their customary raids 
on the Stonewall bar, something very 
unusual happened. The patrons of this 
particular bar decided to resist this 
intrusion. They decided they had had 
enough and they decided to revolt by 
fighting back - something the police 
(and many other oppressors of the gay 
community) never expected. By this 
show of strength an example was set for 
lesbians and gay men that let us realize 
we could fight back, and that it was high 
time to do the same. 
Since the Stonewall riots we have 
decided to fight back. Although the 
changes in radical gay politics that have 
followed Stonewall have been few, 
numerous challenges for our right to 
equal status and treatment have been, 
and continued to be posed, and in some 
cases won. Hopeful breakthroughs in 
the battle against AIDS have made 
finding a cure that much more tangible. 
The recent discovery of the cancer-
causing (and possibly AIDS-causing) 
Human T-cell virus represents just one 
more way in which challenges have 
begun to be addressed. Praise and 
criticisms abound with each new 
chapter of the slow gains in gay politics, 
but overall they seem to boil down to one 
commonality: we're fighting back and 
we're getting the job done. We should be 
proud of these efforts and accomplish-
ments. . 
Proud? Hmmmmm ... that's a little bit 
hard to feel sometimes ... well, if you're 
having a hard time with the thought, try 
to get over yourself because it's time we 
start celebrating' our pride. 
continued on page 8 
Of the thr~e groups in N.B., the oldest 
is FLAG (Fredericton Lesbians and 
Gaymen). It was formed in September of 
1979 by .5 men who wanted to see a 
definite social organization get estab-
lished. Prior to the organization of 
FLAG, there had been a few attempts at 
such things as informational phone 
lines, but there was still no real organi-
zation whereoy people could meet and 
further the causes of the gay movement 
or simply socialize. 
FLAfl now consists of over 100 
members with an executive, a phone 
line, a newsletter, and social functions. 
Meetings are scheduled every second 
and fourth Wednesday of the month, 
being a business meeting and a social 
m~ting respectively. The latter usually 
consists of a film or a discussion of · 
interest to gays. Besides the usual 
members of an executive, there are such 
offices as dance chairperson, social 
committee, communications, and 
human rights·. This last position is taken 
by a member who keeps the others 
informed on recent legal and social 
happenings pertaining to gay issues 
both on the federal and provincial levels. 
FLAG's social events tend to center 
around the dances held every two weeks 
or so. They are well-attended by 
members and non-members from both 
the Fredericton area and beyond. Other 
social events include hikes. nicnics. 
skiing in the winter, etc. It is hoped this 
spring to make a white water canoe trip 
down the St. Croix River as well as a 
possible joint trip with Northern 
Lambda Nord to Mt. Carleton Provin-
cial Park and/or Mt. Katahdin later in 
the summer. 
Another group found in New Bruns-
wick is LAGO-SJ (Lesbians and 
Gaymen Organization of Saint John) 
which is situated in the Loyalist city of 
Saint John on the south coast. Despite 
its relative newness (it rec;eived its 
charter on October 11, 1983), it is already 
doing dynamic work for the gay cause. 
The organization consists of a nine-
member board with the positions of 
chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary 
continued on page 9 ! 
By DickH. 
It's been two months since I've written 
this column, not because I've not 
thought about it, but because there's 
been very little to talk about. But now 
there is. 
In March, a dozen of us from Arro-
stook and northwestern New Brunswick 
were in Orono for the Symposium. We 
had the chance to meet new faces. A 
small group of New Brunswickers were 
there also. One of the highlights of the 
too-short weekend was the interview 
which Our Paper conducted with several 
Northern Lambs plus representatives 
from FLAG/ Fredericton and LAGO/ SJ 
in Saint John. It was mentioned how 
NLN, by its location in the County and 
N.B. border towns, is at a crossroads -
culturally, linguistically, politically. I'd 
like to add something, though. Lambda 
Nord is closer, geographically, to 
Fredericton than we are to Bangor. But 
our membership is mostly Mainers. 
NLN has been active within Atlantic 
Canada vis a vis the ALGA - Atlantic 
Lesbians and Gay Association. This is 
an 'umbrella' group composed of the 
executive members of each of the groups 
in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, 
including NLN. It has provided a basis 
for what has the potential of a strong 
regional group. The ALGA member 
groups alternate hosting the annual 
Atlantic Lesbian and Gay Conference 
(so far, alternating between Fredericton 
and Halifax for six years). The Maine 
Symposium has a similar alternating 
system between UMO and USM. But 
there is no regional, i.e. statewide 
coordinating group. Maine is composed 
of a dozen or so isolated organizations. 
Has the time· come to form an associa-
tion of Maine groups?; .the purpose -of 
which is not necesarily to plan and 
organize the Symposium, but to provide 
a means of intergroup communication, 
forming a united front in Maine? 
* * * 
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Through the efforts of one of our most 
energetic members from the Valley, 
N.LN has completed a grant application 
for funds request from the Chicago 
Resource Center. Our request totals 
nearly $21,000, earmarked for office 
equipment, books for our and local 
libraries, money to bring speakers here 
and send NLN representatives to con-
ferences, monies for advertising and for 
film rentals, funds to purchase food and 
gifts for the local needy at Thanks-
giving and Christmas, and money to 
purchase recreational equipment such 
as volleyball, badminton, and croqu_et 
for Lambda's summer activities. We'll 
be notified sometime in mid-June as to 
our success in receiving these funds. 
* * * 
Here's another update on NLN's 
attempt to advertise in the Caribou 
Winter Carnival booklet, sponsored by 
the Caribou Chamber of Commerce. 
We've been in touch with the Maine Civil 
Liberties Union. The MCLU has 
checked into the Caribou Chamber's 
funding and it seems that about one-
third of their funds come from the city 
government. Therefore, the Chamber 
may not refuse advertising as long as it 
accepts government money. So they 
were wrong. The MCLU is now looking 
for a cooperating attorney in Aroostook 
to review the case. More next ti.me. 
* * * 
The Aroostook Mental Health Center 
(AMHC) has four offices in the County 
- Madawaska, Caribou, Presque Isle, 
and Houlton. Members of NLN are 
giving speaking presentations at each of 
the four offices. Lambs will discuss with 
both the professional and supportive 
staff at each office the history of the 
gay/lesbian movement, NLN's history, 
theories of homosexuality, as well as 
how counselors can best 11erve our com-
munity (first, recognizing their own 
homophobia) .. A question and answer 
period will follow the presentation. This 
is NLN's first major step at community 
education. We did speak at the Human 
Sexuality class at the University of 
Maine at Presque Isle and have recently 
approached the Caribou schools 
regarding their new Family Relations 
Program. NLN has offered our 'exper-
tise' and resources in planning this 
program, which includes human 
sexuality. No response has been 
received yet from the Caribou schools. 
* * * 
Five Lambs recently helped MPBN 
Radio with their fundraising. On 
Saturday, April 28, we staffed their 
phones for four hours. They mentioned 
who we were, but I think only once. I had 
the chance to question MPBN's new 
radio program director about plans for 
any lesbian-gay-oriented programming. 
He was unaware of Our Paper or that 
there were so many groups in Maine. His 
name is Les Myers - if he hears from 
others in our community, he'll be more 
likely to include us in the P for Public 
radio. 
* * * 
NLN's summer plans include a Spring 
Prom over Memorial Day weekend 
picnics at Aroostook State Park, Arnold 
Brook Lake, North Lake (in N.B. with 
FLAG people), our third annual Faerie 
Frolic, plus a few more cookouts at 
members'. homes. Everyone is welcome 
- Aroostook is beautiful in the summer 
and we're not that far away! 
That's all for now! Greetings from all 
of t~e Lambs of the No~h. Baa-a-a-a! 





The Eleventh Annual Maine Gay and 
Lesbian Symposium provided Elze 
from Our Paper with an opportunity to 
interview our brothers from the North: 
Dick, Phil Bushey, Roger, Ben, Bryce 
and Randy from Northern Lambda 
Nord (NLN); Hank Willians from 
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG); 
and Gerard Stack and Ronnie Totten 
from Lesbians and Gay Men Organiza-
tion -St. John (LAGO). One of the most 
welcome aspects of the Symposiums is 
conr.ecting with folks one doesn't see 
very often. We are grateful to our friends 
in Aroostook County and New Bruns-
wick for giving so much of their time for 
this interview. Thanks also to Dick and 
Phil for filling in the gaps when the 
cassette tape chose to be difficult. 
Elze: Can you tell us about the origins 
of Northern Lambda Nord and how the 
organization has changed over the 
years? 
Dick: Three men from the Saint John 
Valley (Van Buren and Fort Kent) 
rented a mailbox in Caribou in late 
December 1979. Then a notice was 
placed on the Aroostook County page of 
the Bangor Daily News in early January 
1980. A meeting was held in Van Buren 
at the end of January. This meeting was 
attended by about thirteen men from 
both sides of the border and it's grown 
from that. The first year, there were 
almost eighty members. That was a lot 
of people that were talked into joining. 
They didn't really know what it was. 
Since that time, the membership has 
been from 45 people and every year it's 
grown a bit more. Last year, there were 
58, and this year we already have over 
45. Our fiscal year goes from October to 
October, so hopefully we'll have as 
many_people as last year. 
Most of the people who weren't 
interested are from Madawaska County 
in New Brunswick. They're French-
speaking and they generally have their 
own social circles which have been 
established for years and years. What 
we were doing was something that was 
needed on our side of the border. Most of 
the people in Madawaska County go to 
Quebec City on weekends and that's 
where they're gay. We don't do that. 
Elze: I notice that in the newsletter 
you put out, the articles will often be in 
both English and French. Do you know 
how many French-speaking subscribers 
you have? 
Phil: We know personally who speaks 
French and who doesn't. Some who do 
speak French don't read French. They 
are mostly from Maine and were edu-
cated in English. French is their native 
tongue. About 15% are French-speaking. 
Initially the organization was geared 
50% Francophone and 50% Anglophone, 
both from the U.S. and Canada, with 
equal participation on the Executive 
Committee. There seemed to be a lot of 
interest on the Canadian side and we 
had a number of Canadians, French-
Canadians, who were regulars. 
Our meetings used to be bilingual. 
Sometimes in French, with interpreta-
tion for English-speaking people, and 
sometimes in English, with inter,preta-
tion for the Francophones. That has 
stopped. Most of our meetings are in 
English · and take place in Central 
Aroostook. There are still Canadian 
members; 25% of our members are now 
from New Brunswick - two-thirds of 
them Francophone, but everyone can 
speak English where not everyone 
speaks French. 
Elze: When you had interpretors, 
were there many French-speaking 
people at the meetings? 
Phil: Primarily that was during our 
first year, and there were quite a few 
Francophone people. We're in a unique 
area. We have two nationalities and two 
cultures on each side of the border. 
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Hoger: When we first started, we 
decided to have a meeting in French one 
month and a meeting conducted in 
English the following month. Since a lot 
of the Canadian people had dropped out 
of the membership and the majority of 
the people now attending our meetings 
are English-speaking people, we just 
conduct our meetings in English. That's 
been happening for about a year and a 
half now. 
Dick: I think the Canadians who are 
still members are, if not English, 
bilingual. So the necessity for any exclu-
sive French meetings is no longer. The 
French in the newsletter is, in a way, a 
token thing because that's how we were 
established and we try to maintain some 
kind of French input. The articles come 
from other magazines. They're not 
written locally because we're English-
speaking. Most of the articles often come 
from Ottawa where the articles were 
written in both French and English, so 
there's a translation. 
have their own parties and stay in their 
own group. 
Phil: When I first moved up there, I 
could see there were a lot of lesbian 
couples. They don't seem to socialize out-
side their small circles. There's no net-
work of women up there. I would have 
thought there would be. But one of the • 
women told me that the women don't get 
together. 
Dick: My impression is that, in a way, 
the women up there are similar to the 
French-Canadians where they have 
their own social circles established -
different from the way the French-
Canadian social circles are - maybe in 
smaller groups. They keep to them-
selves. They're in softball leagues 
together, bowling. Unfortunately, this 
last year two women who moved away 
were really the two most active women 
and they left the County. So, any poten-
tial outreach we would have now 
towards women, we don't have any 
women to do that. Something inter-
1 
and then they come back in. There is still 
activity going on. Ben has worked on a 
grant application. 
Elze: What grant application, Ben? 
Ben: An article I read in the Advocate 
last fall stated that the Chicago 
Resource Center was actively looking 
for groups to grant money to - gay and 
lesbian organizations, specifically for 
coalition-building, for outreach to people 
in the community that are gay and 
lesbian. We wrote for information back 
in January. The significant size of the 
grants is something to look at. The 
average size is $5,000! 
Elze: What do you hope to do with the 
money? 
We're in a unique area. We have two nationalities 
and two cultures on each side of the border. 
Ben: There are four major parts to the 
proposal. One, of course, would be for 
things for the organization to set up on a 
firm-footing an office, library, and space 
for us to maintain the outreach. Another 
was for recreational equipment for the 
organization so that we wouldn't have to 
borrow. Also, money for bringing people 
up there, since we live so far away - gay 
and lesbian &peakers, and money to 
send our members elsewhere - to con-
ferences in the U.S. and Canada. The 
fourth part would be for money to enable 
us to donate toys at Christmas to poor 
children, making sure the organization 
distributing them acknowledges they 
were given by Lambda. Also, food at 
Thanksgiving and Christmas for needy 
people, and gay and lesbian books to 
donate to the library. We submitted a 
sizeable grant. Whether we get it all, 
who knows? We'll get some, I'm sure.We 
should hear at the end of May or June, 
and we'd get it in the middle of the 
summer. 
Randy: As a member of Northern 
Lambda for the past two years, I did not 
see, as I think is the impression I'm 
getting, a conflict between French and 
English. It just hasn't reared its ugly 
head and I dou ht that it will in our group. 
I think perhaps the absence of the 
largely Francophone section of the 
group has been for other reasons. 
Dick: Part of the reason why the 
Madawaska County people dropped out 
was the language issue. Of the 
Americans, some were bilingual like 
Roger, but mostly Anglophone, whereas 
the Canadians were somewhat bilingual 
but not comfortable enough to deal in 
English all the time. But the Americans 
couldn't deal in French at all. So, the 
Francophones had to do more work than 
we did as far as communicating. They 
pulled back into where they were before 
and they were more comfortable that 
way. It's the bilingual Canadians and 
bilingual Americans who are still with 
us. And the English-speaking Ameri-
cans, of course. 
Randy: So this must have transpired 
between the beginning of NLN and 
December 1981 . . 
Dick: Correct. 
Roger: We were asked in one of our 
first few meetings, "Why don't you 
conduct some meetings in French 
because some of us feel very uncomfort-
able. We can't express ourselves . in 
English the way we want to." They were 
not speaking out and voicing their 
opinions because they couldn't express 
themselves and were afraid they'd be 
laughed ·at. So we decided to accom-
modate these people and help them feel 
comfortable at the meetings. We con-
ducted some of the meetings in French. 
Elze: My impression from reading the 
newsletter has been that there are more 
men than women in the group. How 
many women are involved in NLN? 
Roger: About eight or nine. And, 
about 15-20 men are active in the group. 
We have very few people at meetings, 
but when we have a social function, it's 
unbelievable. We have 25-30 people. But, 
for the meetings, they don't seem to 
show any interest. 
Elze: Do more women come to the 
social events? 
Phil: Depending on the function. 
During the course of the year, we have 
three or four major celebrations. And, all 
summer long there are picnics and 
things - something goes on every week 
- camping or something. Women that 
we don't see• during the year usually 
show up at those functions, and the rest 
of the time it's just two or three women 
that we do see. 
Roger: At the 1982 New Year's Party, 
the · women almost outnumbered the 
men. The year after that, it was quite the 
same thing. But this year, very few 
women showed up. The women want to 
eating I heard someone say a few years 
ago - I think it was at the Symposium. 
A woman said that if you want an orga-
nization to have women and men 
involved, it has to be organized from the 
beginning by women and men. And, our 
group seems to prove that as being true. 
We've tried to make contact with 
women. We know women up there. I 
think Lambda primarily serves the 
needs of gay men up there who have 
never had any kind of social circle or 
social activity other than the rest area, 
which is oftentimes anonymous. Where-
as, the women have always had other 
women that they've known around 
there, so there hasn't been the same need 
for them as there has been for the men, 
and that is what Lambda is doing, even 
though we're still trying to reach out to 
women. 
Ben: In our contact with Mental 
Health Centers, one of the problems two 
of the centers pointed out is that the 
lesbians they talk with cannot find any 
in-road to the groups. They don't have 
the same problem with helping the gay 
men that are there. But, two of the 
centers specifically mentioned the 
problem of how to find an outlet for the 
women. 
Elze: What about political activity? 
Phil: Some of the impressions we've 
gotten from the Canadians - the 
French-speaking Canadians - is that 
there's too much politics, and from our 
own membrs too. They're not very 
politically active. They'd rather just 
have social affairs, gatherings, and not 
really get into politics, except for a few 
people who, I'd like to say, form our 
political caucus. Occasionally we'll 
mass-produce a letter and get people to 
sign it. Most of the Canadians in the 
valley are only a few hours away from 
Quebec City, a big metropolitan city, so 
they just go their rather than putting 
their energy into their local commu-
nities. 
Elze: Hank; could you talk about 
FLAG? How long has it been going and 
what do you do? 
Hank: FLAG started about five years 
ago. We hope to have a fifth-year 
celebration in September. And, I believe 
it was started by five men who got toge-
ther. I have just gotten involved within 
the past eight months. I'm rather 
pleased with the way things go. It's 
based in Fredricton and, being the 
provincial capital, you have a large 
transient population. We have two 
universities in Fredericton, so you get 
more of a mixture of educational back-
grounds. We seem to be very evenly split 
as far w, men and women. Basically, we 
have meetings twice a month - a 
business meeting at the beginning of the 
month and a social meeting at the end of 
the month. We have dances twice a 
month. I was quite surprised when I 
found out they were being held in the 
Kinsmen Center. For Americans who 
don't know about Kinsmen, it would be 
something like the Lion's Club. We have 
an office and we operate a phoneline on 
a limited basis for anyone in the area 
who needs to call. Probably only 10%-
15% of the calls are really legitimate, but 
it's nice to know it's there because we 
will get that person who really needs us. 
Dick: On our phoneline - we kept 
track because of the grant application . . . 
in two weeks we received 75 calls, and 
6% were legitimate calls and this was 
after a year and a half'! 
I think Lambda primarily serves the needs of gay 
men up there who have never had any kind of 
social circle or social activity other than the rest 
area .•• 
Dick: One of the ways the group has 
changed in four years is that there was a 
lot more political activity the first couple 
years - lobbying legislators, printing 
up postcards, doing petitions. The 
energy for a lot of that has waned and 
much of the activity has concentrated on 
social activities - not to the exclusion of 
political involvement, but that's what 
the people want primarily. That's what 
most people are interested in -
socializing and having a good time. 
There are probably about a half a dozen 
people at any one time who are activists. 
Some people get tired and want to go out, 
Hank: Our phoneline' s been 
operating for close to five years. We've 
only had an office since last August, so 
before that, they had to move it around. 
It was in people's homes, which makes 
for a helluva way to operate. 
Our dances are much better attended 
than the meetings. A good meeting, we 
have between 16-20, and it's fairly 
evenly split between men and women. 
The Executive, though I don't think it 
was planned this way, is also very 
evenly s!)lit. When I first started going to 
the dances, I noticed there seemed to be a 
lot of people from Moncton - and that's 
a two-hour drive! Also, a lot of people government. There's a lot of squabbling. 
from St. John. But I don't know how Is it provincial? Is it federal? Is it 
long LAGO has been going. municipal? I'm an American who now 
Gerard: LAGO was incorporated in lives in Canada and I find it always gets 
October of last year. It started out in on your nerves. To get to the J?Oint, we 
April by four or five interested people just repatriated the Constitution in the 
who wanted to get something estab- past two years; we got the Constitution 
lished in the city. There has been a dance back from England, so now we don't 
going on in St. John for the past three or have to go through Westminster if we 
four years, run by one of the lesbians - want to change the Constitution. The 
Stella. A group of us felt that we needed Charter of Rights has been put in and 
something else besides just the dance. there's talk that there will be something 
So, we got together and started talking. included in the Charter of Rights con-
We formed this organization. Even- cerning sexual preference. If that's true, 
tually, what has happened is that we are I'm under the impression it would super-
split. We are having problems with the cede any provincial statute. I have an 
gay men and lesbians getting together. idea Canada will be going through what 
Because Stella's dances have been the States did in 1789 when the Con-
established within the city for the past stitution was adopted ~ a lot of 
several ye~rs, the women are sticking challenges in the courts and the lawyers 
strongly by Stella. Within the orgahiza- are going to make a killing. 
tion we find it very hard to get support Dick: The Charter of Rights is like our 
from women. We have a dance monthly, Bill of Rights, and a lot of the things are 
supported mainly by the gay men. There similar. And, as Hank said, they're 
seems to be quite a variation in interests gqing through all of these different 
between the men and women in the city. challenges: What does it mean? What is 
We've been trying to branch off into included? What is not included? 
other areas. Because we're new, we're Randy: When the Charter of Rights 
going through a lot of growing pains. comes into full force in April 1985, we 
The members and the Board Executives understand that Section 15 will have a 
are fairly new to gay organizations. provision which will protect a person's 
They're really quite cautious and taking sexual orientation. I don't kn'Jw how the 
it very slow. The dances have been very wording is exactly. 
well-supported. At the general meetings Elze: Who initiated that? Have gay 
held monthly we sometimes get a fairly and lesbian organizations been trying to 
good turnout, and then at times hardly get that included on a federal level? 
any turnout at all. Politically-wise, there Randy: The Charter of Rights was 
doesn't seem to be a great interest to adopted shortly· after the Constitution 
progress in that area. Due to the fact was _patriated from Britain. When the 
that St. John is basically a blue-collar Charter of Rights was amended, all 
town, and has a fairly large population interested groups in Canada could 
- 120,000 - it has a very conservative prepare briefs and meet before these 
attitude. What we need is more input and committees. All those groups who 
suggestions from other organizations. prepared briefs are listed, I believe, in 
Symposiums like this are very helpful. the hacksectionoftheCharterofRights. 
Hank: I was sitting there thinking Ronnie: The Human Rights Commis-
and it struck me all of a sudden ... I'm sion has been pro-gay and, for years, has 
always surprised at what an arbitrary been trying to push it through. It's 
line on a map.:can do between Canada Cabinet that always says "No." There's 
and U.S. When you think that in the a Human Rights Commission on both 
Province of New Brunswick there's only the federal and provincial levels. 
about 700,000 people, a conservative Han~: I'm underth~impresson w~get 
place, and yet we have a Pink Triangle short shrift from our provincial.Human 
going there - going straight across Rights Commission. When we had the 
Moncton, coming down to St. John and Fifth Annual Atlantic Conference in 
then coming up to Fredericton! And, Fredericton in October of last year, we 
Moncton has two organizations! I've asked someone from the Human Rights , 
just gotten elected Secretary of FLAG in Commission to come and speak and we 
the past two months and I'm really were more or less told, "Nothing doing." 
excited because I think the potential for I think they are very adept at knowj.ng 
LAGO, MOE (Moncton Organization how to play their cards, and I hope this 
for Equality), and the others to really isn't going to get me into any trouble. 
start corresponding and getting Elze: Hank, how many French-
together is there! I really think this Pink speaking people are involved with 
Triangle business could be a revolution! FLAG? 
(Laughter) It could set the southern part Hank: The province of New Bruns-
of the province on its heels. In the wick is 6,0% English, 40% French. There 
When you think about the Province of New 
Brunswick ... we have a Pink Triangle going 
there ... It could set the southern part of the 
province on its heels. 
northeastern part of the province, from 
what I understand, there's almost 
nothing up there. It seems like every 
time they plan something up there it has 
to be cancelled at the last minute 
because someone found out who they 
are. 
Dick: That's something we face -
a lot of paranoia. I think some of it is a 
little irrational, too. Our whole area is 
one big small town. Presque Isle and 
Caribou have 10,000 people each and 
those are the biggest cities. They call 
them cities. If you live in Houlton, you 
drive to Caribou or Presque Isle and you 
see your neighbors on the street, because 
everyone thinks nothing of driving an 
hour to go to a store - to go shopping -
because that's where shopping is. You 
have to drive an hour. Crossing back 
and forth across the border, too, espe-
cially Van Buren and Madawaska. 
Physically we're closer to Fredericton 
than Bangoo:. I'll go to a dance in 
Fredericton sometimes because they 
have things happening there, whereas 
they don't have anything happening in 
Bangor. 
Elze: In New Brunswick, is there any 
kind of gay rights ordinance in effect on 
a provincial level? 
Hank: The thing about Canadian 
politics is this tri-level business of 
are very few French-speaking people in 
FLAG. Most French-speaking people in 
New Brunswick, particularly if they've 
come to the capital, are bilingual. It's a 
political fact of life. You don't get ahead 
in New Brunswick if you don't know 
English. We have about 100.members 
signed up and we get about 150 at the 
dances. We condut our meetings strictly 
in English. The question of language 
doesn't raise itself. Now, New Bruns-
wick is the only official bilingual 
province. Canada is officially bilingual 
federally. So, if you go into a federal 
installation, like a post office, you can 
demand services in French. If you go 
into a provincial office in Fredericton, 
you can demand services in French. You 
have the legal right to services in 
French. 
Elze: What about LAGO? Is your 
membership primarily English-
speaking? 
Gerard: It's primarily English. Basi-
cally, it's an English-established city. 
There is a population of French, but they 
do speak English. The primary city that 
is French is Moncton and organizations 
in Moncton do hae to be basically 
French. 
Elze: How do you all feel about the 
gay movement, however you want to 
define that, in terms of addressing the 
needs of rural gay men? my fi.rst reaction moving there from 
Roger: Being a father and raising a Boston - my loss of anonymity. And 
son, coming out was not very easy. And that's a big thing that we have to deal 
to this day, I hold two people very dearly with. I think that's one reason fora lot of 
in my heart - and I will for a lifetime - paranoia because you're afraid. Every-
and they are Dick and Phil, wh~ have body knows you; everybody knows your 
gone out of their way in organizing this car; they recognize your car! 
group that people can go to and feel com- Elze: Dick, what could the gay move-
fortable. They'll always have a special ment do for gay men living in rural 
place in my heart because this was my areas? 
only outlet in coming out and meeting Dick: I don't know. 
people and being my own self. Randy: How can we go beyond that 
I have to admit, I am paranoid at point once they do know - once the 
times because of the position I have in people in the rural area, your neighbors, 
raising a son who is 18 and in high know that you're gay? What can we do to 
I don't think -that the movement, as such, is doing 
anything for those of us who don't live in urban 
areas. And it's up to those of us ivho don't live in 
urban areas to do it for ourselves. 
school. l would not want him to be 
harassed by students. I have to respect 
the position he's in. He knows I'm gay 
very openly. We live in a very open rela-
tionship as father and son. Most of the 
people in the area I live in probably 
know I'm gay, but they don't talk about 
it. 
There's a big need in Madawaska, in 
the rural communities of Northern 
Maine. More people should realize what 
Lambda is doing. It's our only outlet 
where we can feel comfortable among 
our own people. 
Dick: I don't think that the move-
ment, as such, is doing anything for 
those of us who don't live in urban areas. 
And it's up to those of us who don't live 
in urban areas to do it for ourselves. I 
think Lambda has proven that, hut the 
problem is that for those ofus who grew 
up in the small towns and live there all 
our lives, we're not the ones who can do 
it because we know everybody, unless 
we're out enough and strong enough to 
deal with all the homophobic reaction. 
And with Lambda it's the people who 
are from away or the people who are 
from the County and who've been away 
for a while and maybe came out when 
they, wren't living up there and then 
came back home and are sure of their 
sexuality. They want to live up there. 
That's one reason I'm involved with · 
Lambda - because I want to live in a 
rural area and I want to be able.to have a 
"gay lifestyle." And the only way to do it_ 
is to create myself. 
I think it's like anything living in a 
rural area. If you want any k~nd of 
cultural activity, you have to create it 
yourself. You have to be pretty self-suffi-
cient and this is an extensior. of it. If 
you're going to have a gay life living in a 
rural aea, you have to do it for yourself 
because the urban gay communities con-
centrate on the urban gay communities. 
They don't understand what it's like not 
to be anonymous, to walk down the 
street and have everyone know you. I 
moved to Van Buren. In less than a 
week, I went to this little greasy spoon in 
town to get a hamburger, and the man 
behind the counter said, "Oh - What do 
you teach?" They knew I was a teacher 
- a new teacher in town! They just 
didn't know what I taught! They knew 
w~ere I lived and everything! That was 
· help the gay members in our group over-
come those hurdles? 
Dick: A lot of it has to be wjth self-
acceptance - reducing the internalized 
homophobia like Diane was talking 
about yesterday, and not caring if people 
drive by. People drive by and honk and 
you· can tell it's not a friendly honk. Or, 
they drive by and give us the finger 
when we're sitting out in front of the 
house. We had moved to this new house 
in July and by the end of July I think 
everyone knew where we were and who 
we were. "Oh, that's the faggots up on 
the hill. The big white house on the hill 
- those are the faggots." We've had 
some hassling. At night, people would 
drive across the lawn. So, we're thinking 
about all these different kinds of 
security measures we can take. I don't 
like living like that. But, if I'm going to 
live where I am, there's a lot of give and 
take. · 
I came out in Boston and then I got a 
teaching job in Van Buren and then -
cultureshock! Everyone was speaking 
French. I couldn't eavesdrop on any con-
versation. And, I felt like I had to go 
back into the closet, which was very . 
hard to do, and eventually, after two 
years, I lost my job because I talked too 
much. They didn't renew my contract 
which, with hindsight, I think was just 
as well, because having to live like that 
was not comfortable. 
I'm from Buffalo, New York. I'm from 
away. That's why I find it easier to get 
involved. I don't have any relatives 
there and the only people I know are the 
people I've met there. Roger grew up in 
Madawaska; he has family there. He 
knows everyone there, so, for him, it's, in 
a sense, much more difficult. He has 
more to lose because he knows every-
body. His whole life has been spent 
there. That's a problem rural people 
have that I don't know if the rural move-
ment can appreciate. I don't know what 
they can do for rural people. 
Roger: I really appreciate hearing 
Richard say that because many, many 
times people weuld say to me, "Well, 
you're so paranoid! You're so paranoid!" 
And I kept trying to explain to them that 
I am not paranoid. I wanted them to 
understand my point of view. At times I 
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may act paranoid because I have a lot to 
lose which I don't want to lose. Living in 
Madawaska, everybody knows me. I'm 
an outgoing person. I love to meet 
people. I've been on the School Board 
and in other organizations, and I've 
been in contact with a lot of people, and I 
also have contact with a lot of people 
through the job I have. No matter where 
I go, people know me. It takes time, and 
with my son graduating from high 
school this year, I think I'll feel much 
more comfortable with my own identity. 
Phil: I grew up in an urban environ-
ment in Connecticut. And then two 
friends of mine bought a farm in Maine. 
I was tired of living where I was living. 
So, I moved to Maine and I met Dick and 
we set up housekeeping together. And 
the organization started shortly there-
after -:: before, actually. 
As far as the gay movement goes .. . If 
one steps back and looks at the progress 
that groups based in urban areas have 
made, you can see that the exposure 
those groups get has helped not just 
urban environment people who are sup-
posedly sophisticated and who can 
accept change, but also those in rural 
environments. My point is that the 
actions of all the groups taken nation-
wide, worldwide, has helped other 
people to slowly absorb that and over a 
period of time their opinions change. 
Most of the problem in rural environ-
ments is lack of information on what 
being gay is all about, especially in the 
French culture which is very Catholic, 
and also in · the evangelical religious 
groups up there, so you have religious 
problems. That's a tremendous social 
stigma to overcome because everything 
is related to the church. But I think it's 
time that more positive action is taken in 
local communities. In our rural environ-
ment, I've found that, as far as I'm 
concerned, everybody knows I'm gay. 
I'm from away, so I've been given 
special leave. If you're from away, you're 
given license. If you're from here, you're 
expected to conform. 
coming out in the province are not com-
fortable and feel very discriminated 
against. So, what happens is they all 
leave, and I think that's a major prob-
lem, and I'm a prime example. I was 
raised in a rural area and did not know 
my identity, and did not know what 
homosexuals were, period. But, I felt 
that I was different and did not know 
where to go, or who to go to. So, I ended 
up going to Vancouver and found my 
identity there and felt very comfortable 
with myself. But, I had an urge to go 
back to my home province. My relatives 
are there, my roots are there, and I felt 
comfortable with my identity that I 
gained from the West. But, coming back 
to St. John, which has been two years, 
I've felt that I've had to step back and 
it's very frustrating. When I left seven 
years ago, I felt that if I came back the 
attitude would have changed. But I have 
not felt it has changed to any great 
degree. And I still feel very uncom-
fortable , but I intend to stay. I want to 
stay. And I don't want to feel thatlhave 
to leave to live the life that I want to live. 
Hank: I think a lot of people leave 
New Brunswick not only because they 
may be gay, but everyone has to leave 
sooner or later because there's just no 
place to work. 
Gerard: But there's a lot of gay people 
who could stay and establish a career if 
they had an outlet where they could be 
comfortable. 
Hank: I think something was said 
yesterday in the session on "Being in the 
Closet" concerning the fact that most of 
us go away to find ourselves. I left 
Alabama. It wasn't because I didn't like 
Alabama. I wanted to see what it was 
like up North. And then I came to Maine, 
and I met a Canadian woman and 
married her, and I'm just in New Bruns-
wick now because I have a very good job 
and I'm happy there. But, it hadn't gone 
through my mind until this morning 
that I'm very comfortable where I am. 
When Roger was talking, I realized · I 
couldn't do this at home. I have a twin 
brother who lives in Atlanta who's just 
about as out as anyone can be, but it's 
because he's in Atlanta. He's safely in 
Atlanta. 
I hope tltat the supportive environment we are 
creating. in the rural areas will help people to stay 
in the area when they come back. 
Dick: I'm thinking of two people we 
know in Caribou - two men - who both 
have known they were gay since they 
were little, grew up in Caribou and went 
to school there. My impression was that 
they were always pointed out as being 
"queers," and now they know everyone 
in town and I'm sure everyone knows, 
and it's just that they're part of the com-
munity. "R" is most obviously effemi-
nate than most farmers - nail gloss, the 
colors of his clothes he wears, and the 
way he does his hair, and his eyebrows 
are shaped. So, he's obviously different. 
His attitude is very positive. He doesn't 
care. That's just the way he is and he's 
grown up there and he knows 
everybody. I've been with him at times 
where I've seen him get some verbal 
hassles. We wanted to. go dancing one 
night, and it restaurant opened a new 
_ lounge. There's no place to go dancing 
up there. So, we decided this seems to be 
the place, and we did it. We've done it 
two or three times already. The owner 
hasn't said anything. At the end of one 
·night, some guy came over and asked, 
"So, are you guys fags?" And "R" said, 
"Yes, does it bother you?" And the guy 
said, "Oh - no." And he left. That was 
it. 
Roger: I went to a restaurant in 
· Caribou with some friends. There were 
four of us guys. And I heard this woman 
chit-chatting with some other women 
about us, saying, "Oh, those guys must 
be queer! They must be queer!" And she 
was just rattling off. And so I started to 
get upset and I nonchalantly got up from 
the table and asked her, "Do you have a 
problem?" And she said, "Oh, no, no." . 
And I said, "For your information, we 
are queer." It just shut her right up. 
Gerard: There's a problem in New 
Brunswick which has been happening 
for qnite awhile. A lot of gays that are 
I grew up in a small Southern town. 
Because of my own personal situation -
being well known in the area and the 
family was well-liked, we didn't have a 
lot of family there, but everyone knew 
us, and I was a good student- I have an 
idea that if I had stayed there, I could 
have possibly come out because when 
you build up a reputation, perhaps it 
"cushions the blow" of being gay. 
Concerning the movement and 
helping the rural areas, I almost see it as 
a trickle-down effect, at least in Canada. 
I think the movement would be based in 
Toronto and Vancouver. We learn a lot 
in Fredericton about what's going on 
from The Body Politic, since it's nation-
wide. I think they do a very good job of 
covering everything. There's a very 
good section in it listing every organi-
zation by province. 
I think we (FLAG) help out as best we 
can by being a group there in Frederic-
ton. We don't know who's gay in the real 
rural areas, and we're not about to go out 
like the Mormons and knock on doors. 
But, if they know we're there, that's a 
help. It's unfortunate that they may sit 
there for the rest of their lives saying, 
"Gee, I'd love to get involved," and never 
do it. That's their decision. But, until 
Roger said it, it just never crossed my 
mind - you have your whole family 
sitting there in a small town; you're 
surrounded by them. It takes a helluva 
lot of guts to come out to a dance or to a 
meeting. But, we're at least there. That is 
what the movement is for. 
Gerard: I think one of the problems I 
had with St. John was not being aware 
there were things. The dances at Stella's 
were a very closed activity. When I first 
came to this city, I was very aware of gay 
organizations in other provinces and I 
was very comfortable with my gayness, 
but it took me. over eight months to get 
established, or to even meet one gay 
person. I look at that and say, "What 
about all those other people who are gay 
in this city - that are on the borderline 
of coming out?!? Where do they go?!?" 
Phil: I hope that the supportive 
environment we are creating in the rural 
areas will help people to stay in the 
area when they ·come back, or think 
twice about moving away. 
Randy: .A member of NLN had 
indicated to me that he did come back to 
the area, after being away for a while, 
because there was a gay group in the 
Caribou-Presque Isle area. He has since 
left again for other reasons, but we hope 
he'll be back. 
Elze: Listing to you talk, it seems that 
one way the gay movement can help 
rural people is by giving money to help 
do outreach, because the kind of out-
reach you have to do is more difficult in 
some ways. 
lot of the businesses. I've heard there's a 
town in Eureka, Arkansas which has a 
lot of gay people there. Look at ProVInce-
town. Look at KeyWest. We can do it 
anyplace. We could take over Caribou. 
Well, Caribou's a bit big. We'd have to 
start with something small. 
· Randy: There is an area in Toronto 
that's a gay area. There's a "Sugar 
Daddy." Well, he's known as the 
"mayor" of this little gay community. 
He was interviewed on a documentary of 
Canada several years ago. 
. Phil: There is actually opportunity in 
Maine to found your own country. 
There's many townships and most have 
not been taken up yet. 
-Elze: Anything else anyone wishes to 
say? 
Bryce: I want to reemphasize some-
thing Phil had said. I think I'm the 
person who went away and stayed away 
For me, it's a very selfish reason why I'm 
involved with Lambda. I could not live in 
Aroostook County the way it was when I moved 
there ... 
Dick: I was going to say "money." My 
first thought was in terms of business -
someone opening up a place where we 
can go, a place that is available to us if 
we wanted to rent it and have a big 
dance, gay-owned. Some rich "Sugar 
Daddy" from somepl_ace who says, 
"There's all these people living up in 
Northern Maine and I think I'll do some-
thing for them." The economic oppor-
tunities up in Aroostook are unlimited, I 
think. There's a lot of places that are 
chronically economically depressed, but 
there's a lot of stuff people could do if 
they were to create their own business. 
There was something Alan Young, 
who's big on rural living,. said about 
rural areas - that's where the future is 
for gay people - for some gay people, I 
would say - in the rural areas. Con-
ceivably, we could take over a town if we 
all moved to one place and we owned a 
GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE 
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Traditionally, June is the month we 
take the time to celebrate our lesbian/ 
gay pride, to reflect on another year's 
worth of fighting for our civil rights. Our 
pride is reflected and gauged in a 
number of ways. The successes and 
defeats we've experienced in striving for 
equal rights in housing, employment, 
and in services provided uncondi-
tionally to non-gays (but selectively 
doled out to lesbians and gay men) repre-
sent one source of pride. Whatever 
degree to which we've come to accept 
and love ourselves as individuals within 
an oppressed minority is another way in 
which we claim this pride as being 
uniquely ours. 
Here in Maine we should take time to 
celebrate the victories we've seen and 
heard about in the lesbian and gay com-
munities: Diane Matthews winning her 
court case against the military for rein-
statement into the ROTC program; Dale 
McCormick being elected as an openly-
avowed lesbian delegate to the National 
Democratic Convention; ~he passage of 
the 21st amendment to the 1984 Demo-
cratic Party Platform, which reads as 
follows: "We support inclusion of the 
term 'sexual or affectional orientation' 
in the Maine Human Rights Act; and the 
ongoing success of Our Paper, to n·ame a 
few. 
On May 12th, the Sportsmeq's 
Athletic Club of Lewiston sponsored the 
first annual Gay Pride Grande Masquer-
ade Ball. We took the time to celebrate 
these victories of the past year· with 
lesbians and gay men from York to 
Caribou. Many thanks to Roland and 
Walter and everyone else involved in 
making us see the need for such an event 
in Maine. 
In the midst of our lesbian/ gay pride 
celebrating here at GPA, we're also 
working with some new staff members 
for this summer. Laura Smith has been 
hired as the Public Relations Represen. 
tative, Kim Anderson and Rick 
a long time and came back, and it was a 
. tremendous cultureshock. What made it 
much easier for me was that I heard 
about Dick and gave him a call, and as a 
result of that both Dick and Phil were 
absolutely superb in helping me get 
readjustd in "my own country," so to 
speak. 
Dick: For me, it's a very selfish reason 
why I'm involved in Lambda. I could not 
live in Aroostook County the way it was 
when I moved there - not knowing any-
body, and having to pretend I'm 
straight, or having to go to Portland or 
Quebec City or Fredericton for any kind 
of gay contact. I think the more selfish 
we- become, the better off we'll become. 
Doing it for ourselves to make it better 
for everybody else. The more gay people 
I know up there, the more I like it. 
Ha~k: I think by being selfish, by 
changmg things, we're giving of 
ourselves. 
Bouchard will both be working as peer 
counselors through the summer, and 
hopefully through the academic year 
'84-'85 as well. ~ ' 
All of the scheduled meetings : 
Wednesday Gay Parents Support 
Group, Friday Discussion Group, and 
the Lesbian Support/ Discussion Group 
will continue as usual. GPA office hours 
will generally be from 10:00 am to 
· 5:00 pm on weekdays with occasional 
weekend hours. Drop in to visit, to take 
out a book or periodical from our lending 
library, or maybe help us out on what-
ever new project we'll be working on. 
Finally, I'd like to thank the guests at 
our Friday Discussion meetings during 
May, namely, Tom Andrews and Gerry 
Conley, opponents in the Maine Demo-
cratic Senate race, and Ralph Conant, 
Democratic candidate for the House of 
Representatives. They assisted GPA 
members· in their decisions of whom to 
support, based on the candidate's 
previous political records on a variety of 
issues and also on their stated future 
commitments and goals. All of the three 
candidates have voiced support for/ of 
pro-lesbian/ gay rights through legisla-
tion. Elections will be held on Tuesday, 
June 12th. Here's your chance to place 
your vote with candidates who support 
our cause, and one way to ensure the con-
tinuation of pride in the work that is 
done in the name of lesbian/ gay civil 
rights. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscriptions are $10.00 
for 12 issues. Make checks 
payable to Our Paper. All 
submissions and corre~ 
spondence should be sent 
to Our Paper, P .0. Box 
107 44, Portland, Maine 
04104. 
A Clear Victory 
By Dale McCormick "We were uppity but we did it well" 
At the political workshop of the Maine 
Gay Symposium several of us who were 
delegates to the State Democratic Con-
vention decided to run an openly gay 
delegate to the National Convention in 
San Francisco. I volunteered for t he job. 
I really hadn't thought this through. I 
had no idea it would be so niuch work -
physically and emotionally. 
My first step was to get some advice. I 
approached my friend Mary, who is a 
lobbyist at the . Statehouse. She said 
winning was largely a matter of name 
recognition. That I had to "put 
myself out there," tell everyone and 
every group I'm in that I'm running and 
talk to some "Key Players." The list of 
key players she gave me were people 
who are· active in the Democratic Party 
and the Hart campaign. I didn't know 
anyone on the list. 
A few days later my work took me to 
Augusta and I decided to stretch my 
time there and visit the Statehouse. I 
had never seen a Legislature in session 
and besides, the Statehouse was where 
the Key Players hung out. I stood in the 
elegant tile and marble hall surrounded 
by legislators and lobbyists feeling out 
of place and scared. I was introduced to a 
Representative and after only a few sen-
tences I realized I had to come out to him. 
My temperature rose ten degrees. I 
decided to _slide into it gradually. I told 
him I wanted to run on a slate of progres-
sive issues like pro-choice, ERA, halting 
intervention in Central America, rights 
for handicapped and gay people and · 
asked how he would handle the gay 
issue in tne campaign. He said, " If you 
want to win, don't bring it up. It's a 
matter of political pragmatism." At this 
point I mumbled that I was a lesbian 
and wanted to state that as a fact yet not 
have it domimrte the campaign. He felt 
that no matter how carefully we said it, 
once the word "lesbian" was used we 
w.Quld lose control of the issue. After two 
hours of this I had come out to more 
people than I had in the last two years 
and was emotionally exhausted. Putting 
yourself out there isn't easy. 
A lot of my campaign was 'instinct. I 
felt it was important to work at Hart 
headquarters in Augusta so they would 
take me seriously. That turned out to be 
a very good idea. It was another hangout 
for Key Players. I listened as I worked 
and each time I'd come away with a new 
understanding of what people who are 
running for delegate do. · 
It was in this way I learned by the 
County Delegate meetings. Most of the 
sixteen counties have separate meetings 
for each candidate. To stir them up, keep 
them loyal to the candidate and inform 
them of convention procedure. One day · 
the Chair of the Sagadahoc Democratic 
Committee said that if one really wanted 
to be elected National Delegate one 
should go to these meetings and give a 
little speech. Another cold sweat. This 
was getting out of hand. 
Sagadahoc was first. A nice small 
county to start with. I went with trepida-
tion after work. It was a potluck - about 
75 people - and after we'd all had coffee 
the speeches began. The chair 
recognized me first and without the 
benet;it of hearing the kind of remarks 
the other candidates would give, I stood 
up and attempted to put myself out 
there. I projected myself only about 18 
inches. I was rather shy apd unsure, but 
I did mention my leaflet which I passed 
out. The meeting lasted about an hour 
and as I was helping three older women 
out with their covered dishes, I noticed 
everyone had taken my literature home 
with them. 
There were 10 of these meetings in the 
two weeks before the state convention. I 
went to seven and my friend Lucy went 
as my proxy to the Northern Cumber-
land Co. meeting so i could go up to 
Bafigot to a Hart Delegate Picnic for . 
The Canadian Scene continued from page 5 
arid t~ surer along with five at-large Because of the size of the city, 
. members from the group. There was a concerns were raised (as in Saint John) 
recognized need in Saint John for a that something should be done to orga-
number of years for social events for gay nize the gay commµnity for social 
people and about three or four years ago, reasons as well as to help promote the 
the "Stella" dances got started. These cause. First attempts were made in 1982 
were private dances, usually promoted but these were not followed through. In 
by word of mouth, held on the west side the fall of 1983, GLM (Gais et 
f h Lesbiennee de Moncton) was founded. 
o t e city, the name being derived from They held theirfiretdanceonNovember 
the name of one of the organizers. 
Although LAGO-SJ now holds dances, 25, 1983 and it was a resounding success. 
usually on the second Saturday of the However, due to the fact that a site for 
month, the Stella dances continue to be a another dance was not available, many 
popular facet of the gay scene in Saint . felt that GLM had folded. Such is not the 
John. LAGO-SJ has plans in the works case. A dance is scheduled for the Kacho 
for a phone line to be established by Club in the Taillon Building on the U. de 
autumn and they have just recently had M. campus for May 12. Organizers are 
the first edition of their newsletter; The quite pleased as it is a newly renovated 
Lighthouse, printed. Social activities of building with a large dance area and a 
the group include bonfires, beach new sound system. Dances will take 
parties, as well as dances. place there through the summer but 
LAGO-SJ is also hoping to provide a . unfortuantely come the fall , another 
full schedule of events for next summer location will be needed. 
(1985) to coincide with the bicentennial It is planned after one or two dances 
of the city of Saint John. It is also hoped that a general meeting will take place. 
that social activities as well as a possible Although the executive is presently ad 
hoc, after contact with members via a 
drop-in center can be provided in 1985 newsletter, all positions will be up for 
during the Canada Summer Games. The 
1 
grabs in a general election·. As the orga-
popu ation of Saint John will expand for nization gets off the ground, plans are in 
that time period with the influx of a h t e works for a newsletter, phoneline, 
great many tourists, many of whom will and of course regular dances. The above 
be gay, and LAGO wants to show true descriptionofGLMmakesiteoundlikea 
Maritime hospitality to those "on the fledgling organization which chrono-
committee" who visit Saint John. 
To the east, the traveler next comes to logically it might be. However, the same 
spirit that brought back the Acadians 
the third city mentioned earlier, from the 1755 expulsion to make them a 
Moncton. Moncton is probably the · 
largest place in New Brunswick where vital, strong part of the provincial fabric 
exists today in GLM and no one doubts 
the two main language groups live toge- that they are here to stay! 
ther. It is known as the "Hub City" due Two points should be clarified here to 
to its central position in the Maritimes 
and also probably because it was and the reader so as not to puzzle him/ her 
still is a major railroad center. , It is further. The first is the strong emphasis 
on setting up dances, almost before 
looked on by many as being somewhat much of anything else seems to have 
of a cultural focal point for the Acadians been taken care ofin the formation of the 
of New Brunswick with the largest group. It is universally true that one can· 
French-language university, l 'univer- catch more .flies with honey than with 
site' de Moncton, in the Maritimes. · 
Moncton is alive with many activities vinegar. µkewise . it is easier to attract 
for both language groups. continued on page 10 
three counties. The format was 
generally the same and each time I grew 
bolder. At the Androscoggin County 
Meeting, a man approached me, called 
me by name and asked if he could talk to 
me in the corner. Speaking behind his 
hand he said, "I want you to know we 
support you. We can't be known but we'll 
help in any way we can. I count six of us 
in this room." I was so touched and 
excited to have feedback. It renewed my 
energy. 
The two days prior to the convention 
_were days of both anxiety and 
excitement. On the way to the county 
meetings , I'd practice my speech, 
worrying the while about how to pass 
out the leaflets without seeming too 
anxious to win. (A throwback to high 
school elections.) After the meetings I 
was speedy from adrenalin which made 
sleeping at night difficult. I was 
constantly tired. 
On the first day of the state conven-
tion eigh1l of us arrived early to put up 
posters and pass out leaflets. We placed 
3000 delegate leaflets on the chairs and 
had 2 people at the doors giving them to 
people as they arrived. Many delegates 
said we had the best leaflet and a fan-
tastic "literature drop." We saved 1000 
for the next day when the at-large 
election would take place. That was 
another · early morning that saw us 
standing outside the County Caucuses 
passing out the remaining leaflets. I'd 
hold out a leaflet and say "I'm running 
for Gary Hart At-Large." The response 
was overwhelming. Most delegates had 
seen it. Many would say, "I've read it; 
you have my vote." Only positive 
responses and offers of help. No "dirty 
queer" or "Lezzy go home." Once in a 
while someone would walk by stiffly, but 
that could have been indigestion. 
All weekend people asked if we 
thought I had a chance of winning. At 
first I had no idea, but as I noticed the 
enthusiastic response, I felt hopeful. The 
Saturday balloting for National Dele-
gates to the First and Second Districts 
showed heavy Hart support. Because of 
this Hart was awarded 3 of the 5 at-large 
delegates. Two of the three Hart spots 
would go to women to help balance the 
delegation more equitably by gender. 
Seven women were running At-Large. 
The turnout for the At-Large election 
was half what it was the day m:fore. As I 
was standing outside the Cumberland 
County Caucus after the balloting 
feeling relieved that I'd done my beet 
and there were no more leaflets to pass 
out, one of my opponents, Pat 
McGovern, engaged me in conversation. 
She is a long term party official familiar 
with elections. "I think it's between you, 
me and Janet Mills," she said. Janet 
Mille is another member of the State 
Democratic Committee and the District 
Attorney for 3 counties. "I want you to 
know I considered. you a worthy 
opponent. You ran a fantastic cam-
paign." A nice compliment and just the 
message we wanted the State 
Committee to get. We wanted to be taken 
seriously. 
Later that day our gay rights plank 
passed and it was announced from the 
podium that I had won a seat on the 
Maine Delegation. _(McGovern - 476; 
McCormick - 415; Mills - 345. I carried 
5 counties: Aroostook, Kennebec, Penob-
scot,. Piscataquis and Washington.) I 
was thrilled. We all were. There was lots 
of kissing and hugging. 
There are very few clear victories in 
life and when they come they should be 
savored. The 1984 Maine Democratic 
Convention was a clear victory. Gay 
people were 2 for 2. We went with 2 items 
on our agenda and we achieved them 
both. We had fun, we learned a lot about 
politics and we didn't fight among our-
selves. We are a hot item and now the 
Democrats know it too. 
Cabaret Fundraiser 
to help our Lesbian Delegate 
Dale McCormick 
Get to San Francisco 
Starring: 
Betsy (Marlene Dietrich) West 
Lynette Breton 
Mcfetter & The Stamps 
The Nunettes 
· Sunday, June 17 7-9 p.m. 
at 
THE UNDERGROUND 








By B.J. Aaron 
Some mornings I wake up and ask 
myself "what I'm doing here." Others, I 
wake up and wish there were someone 
else here to ask that or any other ques-
tion upon wakening! But overall, I have 
to say it's good to be here. It has been a 
year this month since I returned to 
Maine after living for several months in 
San Francisco'. 
Sometimes I miss the excitement and 
hustle of Castro Street. Often I would 
grab a slice of pizza across the street 
from the theater before heading over to 
catch an old Stanwick flick or whatever 
happened to be playing at the time. 
Always I miss the wonderful friends I 
made there. In particular, Oskrr, a man 
twice plus my age who taught me a few 
new lessons in cooking with that all 
digestible shortening; MiMi, my room-
mate, whom I could (and may!) write a 
book about; and Phyllis and Marilyn, 
whose relationship I watched bud, 
blossom and grow. 
I returned East to mend some relation-
ships and in the hopes of breaking into 
journalism, while returning part-time to 
social service. I remember sharing with 
my supervisor my decision to seek 
employment in these areas. She was a 
woman I used to call "P.W." P.W. was .a 
bit on the powerful side. In fact, I con-
sidered calling her P-0-W, but decided 
her initials would suffice. I mean really, 
the woman made Joan Crawford look 
like Mother Theresa. She was brutal. 
Anyway, P.W. was not pleased with my 
decision to leave her department and 
said that I'd be lucky "with my exper-
ience and 50¢ to get a ride out on MUNI." 
MUNI tickets at the time were 50¢. It 
was a low blow. Besides, what did she 
know of my experience (in these areas 
or others). Well, P.W. and I managed to 
develop a bit of respect for one another 
before I left, and were on good terms. I 
think of her every now and then and 
wonder how she is doing, still doing a job 
she apparently dislikes yet remains in 
for lack of self confidence and self 
respect. I am tempted from time to time 
to drop her a note and let her know that I 
have accomplished what I set out to do 
by moving and that feels good to have 
risked and succeeded. But I wonder if a 
woman who doubted I'd raise the 50¢ to 
hitch a ride out of the place would 
actually believe that I did that (raised 
continued from page 9 
new members with all sorts ~f potential 
organizations, are Anglophon~s. How-
ever, neither is it a problem m GLM, 
despite its French title. Because gay 
people know what discrimination is, 
there is no desire on anyone's part to do 
such on language grounds. GLM will 
provide Moncton with needed informa-
tion on gay issues as well as an examp_le 
of how all people can work together, m 
spite of their differences. 
The Maritimes are sometimes looked 
on as "the back of beyond" by many 
Americans and Canadians. It is a rural 
area with a small population. but one 
cannot argue that in many ways, the 
quality oflife is better than in other more 
populous or affluent places. And as ~an 
be seen by this article, gays are workm~ 
for helping with the cause. through !1 
social event rather than having them sit 
through a business meeting. We don't 
want to give the impression that all 
New Brunswickers want is to dance and 
leave the work to someone else. 
Secondly, there has been a fallacy 
wrongly promoted both in Canada and 
- the States that the French and the 
English either will no~ or cannot w~rk 
together. Certainly this happens with 
all groups be they straigh! or gay, b~ack 
or white, French or Enghsh. However, 
- we have found that this is not a problem 
in New Brunswick gays. Of course, it 
would not really be of importance at all 
in FLAG or LAGO because the majority 
of inhabitants, whether straight or gay, 
in the areas ser:ved by these two 
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the 50¢), mov.eQ 3,000 miles away, met 
my goals and still had 20¢ left over to 
mail the letter with. Not likely. 
Anyway, if and when I do ever write to 
P .W., I'll be sure to tell her how much I 
like it here. It's good to have an identity 
within the community and to be 
recognized. That was something I never 
really felt out West, due to the size of the 
city I lived in. I enjoy the opportunities I 
have here to write and especially appre-
ciate the support I have received in this. 
And most of all, I like having the many 
new friendships I've found here. It's 
hard to believe that it's only been a year 
and that most ofmy friendships here are 
very new ones. I've been lucky to meet 
such wonderful people. 
Yes, I miss the wild, wild West from 
time to time. But it looks like you're stuck 
with me for a while, Maine. 
Dear Gaybee 
DEAR GAYBEE: Is wearing a single 
earring still a sign that some male is 
gay; or is this a style that straights have 
stolen from us? There is a cute boy 
sitting ahead of me in class who wears 
one about every other day and at work, 
when I am making conversation with 
trade, I see some interesting male 
wearing one every now and then. Can I 
safely assume that one earring means 
anything beyond that the wearer thinks 
they look nice? SIGNED: BEHIND THE 
TIMES. 
DEAR BEHIND: Yours is an interesting 
question. My hunch is that men who 
wear earrings are either gay or at least 
gay sympathetic. But one never knows 
for sure. I guess yo~ ll just have to risk it 
and ask. Tell 'em Gaybee. sent 'ya! 
DEAR GAYBEE: Why does sex between 
friends usually turn into such a mess? 
SIGNED: WONDERING. 
DEAR WONDERING: Lots of 
times people tend to fall into situations 
instead of making clear choices about 
what they want and do not want from 
relationships. This opens the doors to a 
lot of potential miscommunication and 
misunderstanding, whether the rela-
tionship is sexual or not, or with rela-
tives, friends or whomever. The key is to 
decide what you do and don't want from 
those are in a relationship with and go 
for it. 
to make this quality even better and 
having success. We will continue to do 
so. 
This summer, the province of New 
Brunswick celebrates its 200th birthday. -
In 1784 what was then Sunbury 
County, ' Nova Scotia was separated 
from that province and renamed New 
Brunswick in honour of the reigning 
house of the British throne. Many 
activities are planned, not the least of 
which is a state visit by Her Majesty, 
Queen Elizabeth II, our queen (well, 
maybe one of our queens). These 
activities are planned by both straight 
and gay communities alike. It is my 
hope that our American cousins will 
cross the arbitrary line that divides us 
and come to see us here, doing impor-
tant work as are they in the U.S. I am 
including the names and address of the 
organizations for anyone who might 
wish to get in touch. (By the way, let me 
assure the reader that in no way am I in 
the employ of the provincial department 
of tourism.) Come up, meet new 
Canadian friends and help us all to keep 
at the task for the cause. 
FLAG (Fredericton Lesbians and 
Gaymen), P.O. Box 1556, Station "A," 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada 
E3B 5G2. (That last is our postal code, 
akin to the ZIP.) Telephone: (506) 457-
2156. 
LAGO-SJ, P.O. Box 6494, Station "A," 
Saint John, New ... Brunswick, Canada 
E2L 4R9. 
GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton), 
.C.P. 7102 , Riverview, · Nouveau-
Brunswick. 






· The rate for classifieds is ~4 for 30 
words: 10¢ for each additional word. FC\T 
personals add $2 for handling. All ads 
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper, 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We 
ask that you not use sexually explicit 
language in your personals. Responses 
to personals will not be opened by Our 
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice 
monthly. . · 
Friendship Ink - An introductory 
service for gaymen in New England. For 
information send a SASE to P.O. Box 
3153, Auburn, Maine 04210. 
Free Remdate Listings - ME. to CA., 
details free. R.E. Main, 70 Government 
St., Kittery, Maine 03904, or call Ron at 
1-207-439-4680, 9 am-5 pm any day. 
Blueberry Cove - 30 acres of mea-
dows and woods, coastal Maine. Open 
mid-August to mid-October. Cabins, 
meals, boats, camping. Low rates. For 
people of all races, class and lifestyle. 
Workshops: 
Joan Larkin's Women's Writing 
8/24-26. 
Women's Sailing School 8/ 18-25 
Sailing Weekend with island over-
night 9/7-9 
Women's Building School 9/ 16-30 
Canoe and hiking trips. Also available 
for tent by groups. Write BBAC(OP), 
Box 520, Tenants Harbor, Me. 04860. 
Straight acting, quiet, GWM, young 
35, 6', 175 lbs., seeks sim .. 18-36 for friend-
ship and more. Likes concerts (new wave 
to heavy metal), music, theatre, movies 
(XXX too), SF, evenings at home. Send 
photo to P .O. Box 491, Camden, Me. 
0484.3. 
GM, 30, quiet professional needs a place 
to live, Portland to Freeport, David. 
Sun.-Mon. after 7 pm 772-9573. 
Any transsexuals, pre-op or post-op or 
just living with it, interested in getting 
together to form a support/ information 
group? All ages, sexual preferences, 
races, religions, etc. welcome. Limited 
for now to transsexuals, not including 
those with related but different sexual 
identities (i.e. simple transvestites, 
androgynes, transgenderists) . Call 
Robyn, 774-2227. 
'' 
Seeking Relationship: GWM, 48, 
5'11 ", 180 lbs., looking for honest, caring 
GM clean shaven for relationship. Sick 
of the bar scene and phonies. Must be 
straight acting. Write C&J Enterprises, 
Box 49, Kittery, Maine 03904. 
We are two lesbians relocating to 
Farmington-Waterville area and we 
would like to meet other gay people in 
our area. Leaving behind friends and 
supports won't be so hard if you will drop 
us a note so we can get together. Diane, 
Box #426, Norridgewock, Me. 04957. 
Science Fiction Fans: Two friends, 
male and female, would like to meet 
others in Greater Portland interested in 
written and media SF for informal 
discussions, movie-goings, friendship . 
Write: SFans, P.O. Box 273, Cape 
Cottage Branch, Cape Elizabeth, Maine 
04107. 
Hearing gay man learning ASL, seeks 
deaf or hearing gays and lesbians 
willing to get together and communicate 
in sign. Write B. Fairbrother, P.O. Box 
5396, Station A, Portland, Maine 04101 
or c1tll evenings 773-8529. 
B.J. Aaron d/ b/ a/ Old Orchard Properties 
now accepting reservaiions for weekly 
summer rentals. For information write P.O. 
Box 159, Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064. 
JUST US 
is a dating magazine exclusiv.ely for women 
wanting to meet women. First Ad FREE. 
FREE Details, $2.00 for Sample Copy. 
JU 
PO Box 80521 - F {) 
Chamblee, GA 30341 
personals 
TO ANSWER PERSONALS: 
Replies to Our Paper personals should 
be sent to Our Paper, P.O. Box 1732, 
South Lewiston Station, Lewiston, ME 
04240 and must indicate orfthe envelope 
what number ad you are answering. 
(Responses not doing so will be 
returned.) If an ad contains a box 
number, please respond directly to "Box-
holder" at that address. 
* * 
Lewiston-Auburn area BiWM, 28, 
looking for same for fun· and good times. 
I have a porno mag collection and hot 
films. I'm also into hot photo sessions. 





I am running ·because I believe I can 
help improve the quality of life for 
the citizens of this city and state. 
An important part of our quality of 
life is our standards of fairness to 
all citizens and our commitment to ade-
quate protection for those who are the 
victims of discrimination. For · this 
reason, support of the state ERA and 
the Gay Rights legislation are integral 
parts of my platform. 
I would greatly appreciate your sup-
port in the . June 12th Democratic pri-
mary. 





My Biblio Search For Myself 
A couple of months ago I acted as dis-
cussion facilatator when the Seacoast 
Gay Men showed the film "Word Is 
Out." For preparation I reread the book 
that resulted from the documentary and 
noticed for the first time that the book 
concluded with a selected bibliography. 
Like any avid reader, I went through 
this list to see what I had missed. I was · 
surprised and amused to see that Donald 
Webster Cory's The Homosexual In 
America: a subjective approach was on 
the bib. Surprised, because I thought the 
Cory book, though important in its time 
- it was after all the first widely read 
book on the subject written by a gay man 
- is now outdated. Amused too, to 
remember a ll the hassle I had to go 
through to read a copy of the book. 
In 1951 when The Homosexual In 
Homosexual was published I was a 
sexually experienced 16-year-old living 
in suburban New York who wanted des-
perately to understand himself. Unlike 
my teenage lovers who would do any-
thing but kiss, I knew I was not going to 
change. Men would remain the focus of 
my erotic life. This was not like acne, a 
phase I was passing through, and I des-
perately wanted reassurance that I 
wasn't really "queer" and had a chance 
to find happiness though gay (of course, 
that word in its current meaning I had 
never heard). Since I was afraid of con-
fiding in anyone I turned to books and 
journals to try and understand myself. 
In the early '50s the word "homo-
sexual" was simply not mentioned in 
newspapers or popular magazines, 
much less radio or television. Friday 
evenings after supper I would take the 
subway to the main library in Jamaica 
which remained open till 9 pm and 
searched. the shelves for information. 
The first things that I found of any use 
were the works of Havelock Ellis (1859-
1939.) e§l!ecially is Se;)()ual Inversion 
written at the turn of the century and 
still reprinted in his Psychology of 
Sex. Ellis produced the first notable 
scientific book on homosexuality. He 
pioneered in the use of case studies, 
diaries and letters in his histories of 
sexuality. Amusingly enough, some of 
these case studies became and are still 
part of my erotic fantasy life. Ellis was 
not a bad place to start, perhaps I 
learned more about late Victorian 
sexuality than a 16-year-old needed for 
reassurance and I also got some weird 
ideas about the "ca.uses" of 
homosexuality. So.me of Ellis' cases 
implied it was because of your father, 
some said your moth. Some said we 
couldn't whistle (I knew that wasn't 
true) and others said we liked the color 
green (I did). 
The only person I had as a mentor in 
my teens was my cousin Elaine, the 
family rebel and the first liberated 
woman I knew, and it was Elaine who 
loaned me her copy of Sexual Behavior 
in ,the Human Male by Alfred C. Kinsey 
published in 1948. Kinsey (1894-1956) 
was undoubtedly the most famous 
American student of human sexuality in 
the first nalf of the twentieth century. 
While others in Europe and America 
pioneered sex research, it remained for 
Kinsey to survey a broad range of 
human sexual behavior based on thou-
sands of face-to-face interviews. Kinsey 
obtained an undergraduate degree from 
Bowdoin in psychology and a 
doctorate in biology from Harvard in 
1920. He began his research in 1938, 
initially unassisted and unaided. Ten 
years later Sexual Behavior in the 
Human Male was published. It rocked 
every bed in the country and set 
American social thought on its head. In 
1950 Sexual Behavior in the Human 
Female appeared. The two major Kinsey 
volumes created a framework that 
encouraged further research into human 
sexuality and made Cory's book pos-
sible. One of Kinsey's startling findings 
was that the incidence of overt homo-
sexual behavior in the U.S. population 
was much higher than previously esti-
mated. Kinsey and his group reported 
that 37% of the males and 19% of the 
females studied engaged in overt homo-
sexual behavior at some time following 
the onset of adolescence. 
Despite questions about the accuracy 
of his percentages, the diversity in sex 
object choice described by Kinsey has 
been further documented since his 
surveys were published. Overt homo-
sexual behavior is not limited to small 
identifiable groups in Western societies 
that can be described on the basis of a 
constellation of shared psychological, 
social and physiological traits. The 
prevalence and diversity of homosexual 
behavior complicates all efforts to define 
homosexuality and raises questions 
about the scientific worth of such 
concepts as homosexuality and hetero-
sexuality. · 
My best friend in high school was a 
randy genius named Harold. I think it 
was Harold who found out about Cory's 
book. How, I don't know, since each ofus 
were the only gay males in the world the 
other personally knew. Anyway, Harold 
told me about the book and I was deter-
mined to find a copy and read it. At this 
stage of my intellectual development I 
didn't know how to use the card catalog 
at the public library. I could only go to 
the shelves and find what was there. It 
took quite a while, but I finally learned 
to use the catalog and soon discovered 
that not all the books were on the 
shelves, not Cory's book anyway. Each 
Friday night for a couple of weeks I kept 
checking - no luck. Finally I sum-
moned up the courage to ask a librarian 
where it might be. She looked at the card 
catalog, gave me a funny look (maybe it 
was my imagination) and told me "it" 
was in the "closed" stacks and had to be 
"called" for. It took another couple of 
weeks for me to approach the teenager 
sitting at the call desk. With trepidation 
I went up to the call desk and asked to 
see the Cory book. At that moment I saw 
the microphone in front of him and the 
next thing I heard was HOMOSEXUAL 
IN AMERICA screamed into the mic. 
In those 5 seconds I got my first lessons 
in "coming out" and assertiveness 
training. By the time I got my breath 
back, Cory's book came up from the 
closed stacks and I sat down and 
continued my search for myself. 
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''Sultry, Dark & Beatnik'' 
By .Tom Sumner 
Congratulations to the cast, 
musicians and crew of The Sultry, Dark 
and Beatnik Show, the latest of Delux 
Productions, held at Geno's May 6, 7 and 
by popular demand the 8th. 
For four dollars the audience was 
treated to an extremely well put toge-
ther, authentic, very funny show that 
took us back to the days of Beats - "one 
who acts and dresses in a manner 
calculated to show indifference to or 
contempt for accepted conventions" 
(Funk & Wagnalls). 
We saw women with balls singing 
"I'm In The Mood For Love" - the 
Swedish Ball Team. (June Taylor eat 
your heart out.) If you're partial to hairy . 
chested men and/ or sensual women in 
long black dresses with matching 
pumps, then Balenda Ganem and Will 
Jackson doing a version of "Fever" was 
the song for you. Clear, strong and 
emotional voices. Hot number. Then 
there was the "Lettuce Dance," per-
formed with the utmost sincerity and 
comic timing while the audience 
laughed hysterically. It made me think 
very differently about lettuce. Then a 
"Water Poem" that led into the song 
"Strangers In The Night," featuring the 
singing voice of Omar Ricardo and the 
legs of the Aquatic Ballerinas. It was 
reminiscent ef and every bit as good as 
the late, great swimmers in Esther 
Williams' movies. All this done in a pool 
of course. Well done. 
"Apache Dance" by Myles Rightmire 
and Jolene McGowan showed timing 
and trust in each other and, I think, 
pain. The song "Stormy Weather" was 
excellent, sung impressively by Lynette· 
Breton. Here's a lady who knows what to 
do with one of her gifts. She got a strong 
applause for her efforts. Well-deserved. 
Then a number called "Sopping 
Thursday." Very Gertrude Stein-ish. 
Jolene McGowan got down to the song, 
"Whatever Lola Wants." Special 
mention of the Lola Chorus. Sing it girls. 
Bonita (Balenda) did a fine job with a 
Middle Eastern dance, accompanied on 
zills by Brian Fairbrother. Keep 
dancing Bonita. 
Oh, so down and dirty was the song 
"No Man's Gonna Make Me Blue" 
(Multiple Sul tries). The wardrobe on this 
one deserves mention. Made me regret 
that I threw out all my platform shoes 
and multi-printed clothes of oranges, 
lime-greens, purples made of real poly-
ester. 
Anotlier mention of good wardrobe is 
due with Diane Martins' song "Taught 
By Experts." Very-in camouflage dress 
and original Barbed-Wire jewels. 
Diane's powerful voice came alive on 
this song. -
The show ended with the famous 
Omar Ricardo singing "Someday." A 
song that I've never heard but liked. 
What an ending; it went on and on and 
on . . . Then the entire cast came out and 
stood before us, giving one last look at 
what some hard work, serious thinking, 
laughter, determination and love can do. 
Please do more. 
Applause to the rubber chicken, he 
was very funny. 
Valiant efforts also by Arthur Lopes 
and Bob Carr and Steve Hirshon, Betsy 
West and Miss Beth, and Marie Locke. 
The band did an incredible job. 
Charlie Brown on keys (also musical 
director and orchestral arrangement), 
Dick Cooper on sax and trumpet, Will 
Jackson on Skins, Rob Roy on strings, 
Jerry Trom on Bone and Zephyr 
Trombly on Congo Bongo (also in some 
acts). Produced by Maria Delux and 
directed by Miss Beth. Thank you. 
Delux Productions was formed in 
April of 1983. There have been four 
shows. #1 - Prison Family/ Meet and. 
Greet Miss Beth in the Boom Boom 
Lounge. (Many of you might have seen 
the popular video of Prison Family.) 
Followed by "Charlie Brown and his All 
White Girl Review," "Get Back to Your 
White Roots." Then "Calypso - O~ar 
Ricardo and his Calypso Cabaret," and 
most recetly " Sultry, Dark and 
Beatnik." 
"l'rotecting the rights and dignity ofMalne 
people should be the .first order of Maine 
government." 
• Led investigation of abuse of deaf children 
at the Baxter School for the Deaf 
• Spearheaded successful referendum 
drive for courthouse access for disabled 
citizens 
• Strong and consistent supporter of legis-
lation prohibiting discrimination on the basis 
of sex. race, sexual preference or handicap 
• Executive Director of Maine Association 
of Handicapped Persons 
VOTE JUNE 12th 
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CALENDAR. MEETINGS 
Saturday, June 9 
Libana, State St. Church, Portland, 
7:30, $4 public, $2 USM students. 
Second All American Buns Contest, 
10:30 pm, $100.00 in cash prizes. 
Spring Street Gym, 117 Spring Street 
Friday, June 15 
Appreciation Day Party - 5 pm to 
closing. Free buffet, piano bar. 
Spring St. Gym, 117 Spring St. 
Saturday, June 16 
· A live Boogie. Bash with the dance 
- music of the Lost Latinos, 9 pm at the 
Peoples Building (3rd floor) , 155 
Brackett St., Portland. $3 admission 
includes free cold spring water. 
Monday, June 18 
Harbor Masters Supper, 6-8 pm, ribs 
and chicken. Spring St. Gym, 
11 7 Spri~g St.: Portland. · 
Saturday, June 23 
Waldoboro Days Triathlon, 9:00, to 
benefit the Family Violence Project and 
New Hope for Women. Five miles of 
canoeing, 6.2 miles running, 25 miles 
biking. Competitive and recreational 
classes, single and teams. For applica-
tion send SASE to Waldoboro Days 
Triathlon, 75 2nd St., Hallowell, ME 
04347. 
Saturday, June 30 
MONDAYS 
Feminist Spiritual Communitv - everv 
Monday, i p.m .. State Street Church 
Portland. . · 
Gay Health Action Committee - irre-
gular Mondays, Portland - call 775-
5540. 
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 
7:00 pm, 292 State St. (basement), Ports-
mouth, N.H. 
TUESDAYS 
Greater·Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tues-
day of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring 
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m. 
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in 
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, 
First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
THURSDAYS 
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, discussion meeting at 
8 p.m., Unitarian Church. Main St .. 
Bangor. 
Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics Anonvmous -
every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30p.m. , 
First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
FRIDAYS 
"Free To Be" Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics 
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30, 
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St. , 
Augusta. 
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 
7 p.m., 92 Bedford St. , Portland - open 
meetings Kay Gardner in concert at Blueberry 
Cove, Hart's Neck Road, Tenant's 
Harbor, Me. , 8 pm, $6 (off Rte. 131 just 
south of the village ofTenant's Harbor), 
tel: 207-372-6353. 
Boogie Bash at 8:30 pm, People's 
Building (3rd floor), 155 Brackett St., 
Portland. Specially mixed dance tunes 
edited by Maurice. $2 admission 
includes free cold spring water and will 
benefit the Dance Theatre studio space. Northern Lambda Nord - second Fri-
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tues- day of the month - discussion group in 
day, 7:30 p.m., Our Books, 4 Pine St., New Sweden. · 
Portland. New members are welcome. SATURDAYS 
We've Moved! 
''Good taste is the worst vice ever 
invented." 
Edith Sitwell 
We speci.lllze in boolis·by .,.d about women, •hema-
tlve enerJY, he•lth ure ~nd spirftmlity. · 
Mon. • S.t. 10 • S:30 Closed Sun. 
O~f~ ~~·i 
, 96 COIJl<T ~T. 
'-.A CUl<IO ~11()f 
TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME. 
Alliance To Preserve Reproductive 
Choice - second Tuesday of the month, 
Y.C.W.A .. $7 Spring St. , Portland, 7p.m. 
WEDNESDAYS 
Bowdoin Gay / Straight Alliance - first 
and third Wednesday. 7:30 p.m., Chase 
Barn Chamber, 256 Maine St. (above 
garage), Brunswick. Call 725-8731 ext. 
633 (Scott) or write M.U. 367, Bowdoin 
College. . Meetings held only when 
college is in session. 
I 
The Gay Parents Support Group meets 
Wednesday evenings· at 7:30 p.m. at the 
USM Student Union, 92 Bedford St.; 
Portland. For further informa tion call 
(207) 780-4085 or (~07) 772-4741. · 
Greater Bangor NOW - last Wednes-
day of the month, Bangor Public 
Library, Bangor, 7 pm, 989-3306 for 
information. 
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday of 
the month, Unitarian Church, Main St. , 
6 p.m., potluck and meeting. 
Gay / Lesbian Al-Anon - every Satur-
day, 8 p.m., First Parish Unitarian 
Universalist Church. 425 Con~ess St .. 
Portland. -
SUNDA'YS 
Northern Lambda Nord .- last Sunday 
of the month - business meeting, 1:00 
p.m. followed by potluck. 
Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00 
p.m., South Bangor Lounge, second 
flo.or, Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine, 
Orono. -
Interweave Augusta - last Sunday of 
the month. All Souls Unitarian Church, 
11 King St., 6:30 potlu~ and meeting. 
Lesbian Support/ Discussion Group -
every Sunday at 5:00 p.m., 92 Bedford 
St. , USM. Sponsored by Women's Forum 
and GPA. 
65 MAIN ST. MACHIAS, MAINE 04654 
(207) 255·8420 
Sunrise h ~affl~s the Cafe FINE USED FURNITURE 
235 Congres! Street 
Wed.-Sat. 1(r.30-5:30 
Sunday 12:00-4:00 
Mon. & Tues. I Wed. - Sat. I Sun. 129 SPRING. STREET 
SAM - 2PM 7.AM - 7PM 9AM - 7PM 
(207) 646-905 
LOUISE BENNETT. L.C.S.W. 
THEAAPIST TO INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES. a FAMILIES 
Ema J. Koch 
Attorney Ai Law 
185 Middle Street 
P.O. Box 7685 
Portland, Maine 0411 .? 
139 PARK STREET 
PORTlAND, MAINE <M101 
207-775-0155 General Practice 
Family Law 
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
SPECIALIZING IN WOMEN'S ISSUES AND 
IN ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER ADDICTIONS 
LESS/GAY NETWORK 
Bangor INTERWEAVE 
P.O. Box 8008 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Bates Gay/Strai1ht Alliance 
Bates Collep · 
Lewiston 04240 
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance 
Bowdoin Collep 
l\runswick 04011 
Dipity of Maine 
P.O. Box 70'J1 
Lewiston 04240 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
c/o State SL Church 
159 State St. 
Portland 04101 
Gay Health Action Committee 
P.O. Sox 10723 
Portland 04104 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o Fint Pariah Unitarian Church 
425 ConfNU Sl 
Portland 04101 
Gay Parente Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 
PQl1Jand 
Gay People's Alliance 
92 Bedford SL 
Portland 04102 
780-4085 
Greater Bangor NOW 
P.O. Box 8026 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Greater Portland N.0.W. 
P.O. Box 4012 Station A 
Portland 04101 
Interweave 
P .O. Rox 215 
Augueta 04330 
Lesbian/ Gay Committee 
Me. Chapter Nat'l Assoc. 
of Social Workers 
780-4120 
YELLOW M O NKEY 
GUEST HOUSES and MOTEL UNiTS 
EFFICIENCIES. T.V."S. AIR CONOITiON I G 
WALKING DISTANCE TO OCEAN BEACH & TOWN 
VICTOR CAFFESE 
PETER WINN 
Mid-Coast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 496 
Camden 04843 
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland 04112 
Maine Leabian Feminist. 
P.O. Box 125 
Belfast 04915 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P .O. Rox 990 
Caribou 04736 
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland 04101 
MAIN S,. IRT. 1) 
CGuNQUIT, MA!NE 03907 
Parents and Friends of Gays 
P .O. Box 215 
Augu11ta 04330 
Seacoast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth. N.H. 03801 
USM Women'e Forum 
University of Southern Maine 




University of Maine - Orono 
Orono 04469 
Web Work 
Box 131·0 
Calais 04619 
